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ABSTRACT

A large part of the efficiency challenges in the maritime transport sector can be traced to poor information
exchange between actors and between actors and IT systems, and the lack of possibilities to reuse data leads to
unnecessary time and resource consumption.
The Maritime Information Centre (MIS) will contribute to increased interaction and simpler report routines
between the actors in the maritime transport sector, and thus increase the competitiveness of the sector.
The main approach is the use of the Single Window concept. Because reporting to private parties has many of the
same challenges as reporting to the authorities, and because the information needs of public authorities and private
parties overlap, the traditional Single Window is expanded, so that not only information exchange with the
authorities, but also with private actors is done through the system.
The main purpose of this delivery is to identify the MIS users and the processes of how they are related to the
information centre. The report is also using the MTO (Man, Technology, Organisation) concept from the oil and
gass industry and are using experiences from this sector in to the maritime transport segment, where the port
activities are central.
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Abbreviations
ATA
ATD
BPMN
EMSA
ETA
MTO
NCA

PCS
SSN

Actual Time of Arrival
Actual Time of Departure
Business Process Modelling Notation
European Maritime Safety Agency
Estimated Time of Arrival
Man- technology –organization, A perspective used to analyse work
processes and practice in organizations
National Competent Authority. NCA is also used as the English
abbreviation for Kystverket (Norwegian Coastal Authority).
In this report, NCA is used to mean National Competent Authority. A
competent authority is any person or organization that has the legally
delegated or invested authority, capacity, or power to perform a
designated function. Based on the Basel Convention (an international
treaty from 1992 for Control of Transboundary Movements of
Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal), it is any national agency
responsible under its national law for the control or regulation of a
particular aspect of the transportation of hazardous materials
(dangerous goods). The Competent Authority can also be responsible
for other regulatory information, for instance for vessel clearance,
health, port state inspection, immigration, safety, security, ship
inspection, and more [IMOFAL36/5/1]. This means that Competent
Authority is a relationship between an organization and a designated
function. An example in Norway is that Kystverket, on behalf of
Sjøfartsdirektoratet, is National Competent Authority to send Port
State Control information to EMSA. This is done by using SSN to send
information about pre-arrival notification, ATA and ATD to the
THETIS database (the EMSA Port State Control information database
supporting the new (from 01.01.2011) inspection regime of the Paris
MoU) (www.emsa.europa.eu, www.parismou.org, www.sjofartsdir.no,
www.kystverket.no). The term Competent Authority has the same
meaning as National Competent Authority, however, the latter is used,
when needed, for instance by EMSA, to emphasise the national aspect
of the relationship.
Port Community System
SafeSeaNet: EMSA system to support the requirements of Directive
2002/59/ EC establishing a Community vessel traffic monitoring and
information system. The system is accessible to the National
administrations of all the Member States of the European Community
and of the European Free Trade Association States
(www.emsa.europa.eu)
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Foreword
Maritime transport is both environmentally friendly and an efficient transport form
that is able to transport high volume of goods. It has become more trustworthy over
time, but there are still challenges to be solved. In this report we will describe the
involved user groups in a maritime transport, discuss their roles and duties, and also
give an overview of information needs within each defined user group. Before we
start the detailed description of the roles we will give an introduction to the
terminology used regarding maritime supply chain. We will aim to bring the private
and the public domains more together, as well as to bring both cargo and vessel
reporting together, and see how they can cooperate in a common maritime
information centre, the MIS-centre.
My hope is that this report will highlight the user needs regarding information,
describe the regulations and the mandatory information, and also describe the private
commercial side in maritime transport. The readers should use this report to get a
better understanding as to what intermodal transport is, and how the various user
groups can be placed in the transport domain. The report also describes the
requirements that a user group has regarding a transport. The motivation for doing
such a study is to end up with a detailed description of an information centre that can
be used to receive information from the information sources and then orchestrate it
such that all parties that are authorised to receive the information from the centre can
receive it directly from MIS and not let the information source send to all. This will
help the users and hopefully we will end up with a solution that serves the “singlepoint-of-reporting” terminology. This will lead to an even more efficient transport
form.
Kay Fjørtoft,
Project manager
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1. Introduction to the project
1.1 Introduction to Work package B - Processes and Interoperability
The main topic in this delivery is to develop new arenas and processes of doing
collaboration between the different actors involved in a MIS-centre. Such a concept
must consider changes in existing processes, as well as identifying existing and new
needs for information. The basis for this report will also be to have the foundation
representing the semantic and the ontology in place such that “common
understanding” both on a human processes as well as technological potentials is
reflected.
The purpose of this report is to make a basis for developing MIS and to identify how
MIS can facilitate interaction and collaboration between different actors in the
maritime sector.
MIS consists of six interrelated workpackages (WP), where WP B focuses on
interaction and collaboration among the different actor groups and how MIS can
support interaction. This report represents a study of operations and processes within
the maritime sector emphasizing interaction which are relevant to MIS. The following
questions are addressed:
•
•

•

Which operational processes and functions should be supported by MIS?
Which challenges can be identified regarding interaction between actors
based on a holistic perspective (including man, technology, and
organization) and how are these relevant to the MIS-concept?
How can MIS facilitate and improve interaction and information
exchange to obtain more efficient operations, improved safety and
competitiveness?

1.2 Objectives
The objectives of Work Package B are:
1. To develop a common MIS process-model as a reference process model for
information sharing and interaction.
2. To identify new possibilities for interaction.
3. To identify new services related to MIS.
4. To evaluate private-public partnership models.
5. To clarify roles, authorities and responsibilities related to implementation of
MIS.
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1.3 Background
MIS will be an important contributor in the overall effort of increasing the efficiency
within the maritime transport sector. Maritime transport is one of the most
environmentally friendly transport means, but has increasing efficiency challenges
during e.g. port operations. A large part of these challenges can be traced to poor
information exchange between the actors of the maritime transport sector, and
between actors and IT systems. Today’s practice where everybody reports to each
other, and reuse of data is limited, is leading to unnecessary time- and resourcedemanding working days for everybody involved. MIS will contribute to increased
interaction and simpler report routines between actors in the maritime transport sector,
and hence the efficiency will increase and the competitiveness strengthened in the
maritime transport sector.
Objectives MIS-project
The main purpose of the MIS project is to develop the established Single-Window
concept into a complete Maritime Information Centre (MIS). MIS will also contribute
to realising Maritime ITS, and by that supporting the strategy of the e-Navigation
concept being developed by IMO.
Research challenges
The identified research challenges are presented below.
 Models of distributed interaction: The challenge is to identify the actors and
processes, to generalise them so that they can be supported by an IT-system
and to ensure that the system will take care of all important information
exchange.
 Technical solutions for interaction: The challenge in establishing a technical
solution is to convert the process models into system architecture, and to
support the external conditions defined for MIS.
 Messages and standards: The challenge is to identify a selection of messages
and standards for MIS that is open (such as e.g. XML) and it has to be based
on existing standards and new message formats being developed in other
ongoing projects.
 Integrated environmental report: The challenges are in general to identify the
information needed from ships and port, and which parameters shall be
reported to whom.
Benefits for the Users
The results from MIS will be a wide range of applications suitable for different types
of users:
 Ports and terminals: MIS will make the ports more efficient and more visible
in the logistic chain and by that lead to an increased share of transport at sea.
7

 Public authorities: MIS will simplify the information exchange necessary for
monitoring and execution of public services such as regular inspections, traffic
regulations, navigation assistance and environmental surveillance and
monitoring.
 Cargo owners, agents and operators: Private actors will be able to move
towards a more service oriented working day and by that lighten the burden of
manual reporting and information exchange and increasing the efficiency
within the company.
We believe that the centre will be of high importance for the ports, ships and agents,
and the authorities, and important to cargo owners and service providers.
Project participants
The figure below shows the project participants, which include different actors in the
maritime industry: public authorities, ship-owners, ports and terminals, goods owners
and researchers within the maritime industry.

Figure 1-1 Project participants
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1.4 Structure and limitations of the report
The rest of the report is structured as follow:
Chapter 2: describes user needs and requirements and related work on future ports
which are relevant for MIS
Chapter 3: focuses on standardization, laws and requirements which are relevant for
MIS
Chapter 4: presents a generic model for maritime transport operations as a basis for
describing processes which can be effectively supported by MIS. Both
As-is and To-be (including MIS) processes are visualized in process
diagrams.
Chapter5: describes possibilities for new services and improved processes when
implementing MIS. In addition some challenges when implementing MIS
are focused, based on a holistic perspective including issues related to
humans, technology and organizations (MTO-perspective)
Chapter 6: presents some Example scenarios for MIS
Finally the conclusion is made in chapter 7.
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Task B-1: Investigation of user needs and related work on future
port related processes

2.

This chapter presents some perspectives on why it is important to develop a maritime
information centre based on:
•
•
•
•
•

Different actors perspectives, needs and requirements related to MIS
Different dimensions in a MIS concept, emphasizing the Single Window
concept
Benefits and value added by implementing the MIS-concept
Experiences in other industries, e.g. the concept Integrated Operations in the
Offshore Industry
Experiences from other projects and initiatives e.g.
o Efforts, e-freight, MarNIS, Flagship
o E-Navigation, E-Maritime

The Maritime Information Centre (MIS) is to be characterized by a network of
connections between actors, organisations, information/data systems, resources and
work processes. Figure 1 shows dimensions which are included in MIS that have to be
handled in the development of the concept.

Administration

Organisation

Work
processes

Open
information

Maritime
Information
Centre

Interfaces
to humans

Figure 2-1 Contents in a Maritime Information Centre
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Equipment
a nd
f acilities

Messages
a nd
Logistics

Laws and
regulations

2.1 Different perspectives and needs
This sub-chapter focuses on different actor groups needs and wishes that can be
related to MIS. Chapter 2.1.1 describes requirements seen from different stakeholder 1
groups’ perspectives where MIS can contribute directly or indirectly as means to fulfil
the requirements. Chapter 2.1.2 presents some results from workshops and a survey
among ports in Norway focusing on how MIS may contribute to add value to their
operations and work shops among.
Transport Users

Transport service providers

Transport
regulators

Infrastructure
managers

Cargo owner,
Strategically planners,
Accounting,
Consignoor, Logistic
Service client,
Terminal administration

Terminal workers, Market and logistics,
Terminal operators, Other ports,
Shipping companies, Agents, Industry,
SSB, Loyds, Service providers land,
Media, Logistics Service Provider

Safety and security,
Customs, NCA,
Fylkesmann,
Police, Defense

Port
inspection,
Port captain,
Traffice
centres

Figure 2-2 Examples of different roles
2.1.1 Different role perspectives
Below, different actors perspectives on maritime operations related to MIS are
presented based on input from people within the business sector. Just some main
aspects are listed to illustrate where it is possible that MIS can contribute.
The transport user perspective
Transport users are actors who got transportation needs and who want services
including:
• Cost efficiency and costs corresponding to the resources used
• Information about the transport
• Information about available services
MIS contributes to improved information collection/distribution and reduction of cost
by e.g. improved possibilities for better resource allocation for transport providers.
The transport provider perspective
Transport providers want to deliver good quality transport services to customers and
maintain competitiveness. This implies:
• Reduced costs for port services
1

Stakeholder (corporate), a person, group, organization, or system who affects or can
be affected by an organization's actions
11

•
•
•

Fair taxes and fees
Improved planning among transport users based on real-time information
Improved possibilities to alternate between different transportation modes

MIS contributes to more efficient information exchange between different actors in
the sector, real time data and improved quality of data as information is updated once
in a common system available for all actors in the value chain.
The public authorities’ perspective
Public authorities are interested in sea transport and shipping at a paramount national
level. These interests include:
• Increased efficiency in sea transport/ shipping
• Increased transportation of goods by sea
• Improved basis for claiming correct taxes and fees
As mention above, the MIS concept contributes both to improved information quality
and exchange and to increased efficiency. This may imply improved competitiveness
and increased transportation by sea.
The community perspective
From communities point of view transportation services should allow for or make
improvements regarding:
•
•
•

Safe, efficient and environmentally friendly transport
Utilization of the infrastructure capacity
More visible and accessible maritime services

MIS supports improved possibilities regarding resource allocation and utilizing the
infrastructure capacity. In addition it contributes to make maritime services more
visible using web-based marketing and sale. This will be discussed later in the report,
after analyzing how MIS can contribute to improve operational processes.
2.1.2 Requirements to MIS
Needs for MIS and requirements to the information centre are investigated through a
port survey and workshops. The results are presented in this chapter.
2.1.2.1 Port survey
In September 2010, the majority of ports in Norway were asked to answer a survey
related to MIS (18 of 46 ports responded - response rate 40%). Some main results are
presented below.
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Expected benefits
The table below shows that the majority of the ports in the survey agree on the
statements which constitute possible benefits of implementing MIS. This includes
benefits related to improvements of information handling, reporting, planning,
interaction between different actor groups, taxes and fees, service level, more efficient
operations and reduction of costs.
Which statements do you agree/disagree?
A Maritime Information Centre will contribute to:

Agree

Fewer operations of the cargo through improved information and reporting routines
   Safer unloading and loading operations when information is available at an earlier stage
   Improved planning for the goods owner due to increased access to updated information
   More fair calculations of taxes (bunker oil, Nox, pilotage) due to more available information
   Reduced bureaucracy by reporting the same data to authorities once
   Improved efficiency and reduced costs in norwegian ports
More competetive maritime transport
   Increased trade in the ports because they are easier to use
Increased focus on interaction between transport service providers and maritime users
Improved access to status information
   An information centre will increase the service level in ports
   Increased knowledge among employees and users
   Common understanding of processes will contribute to make it easier to maintain own role and responsibiliti

Disagree Do not
know
11
2
15
1
15
12
1
16
14
1
13
13
1
15
1
15
14
14
12

Table 2-1 Benefits regarding MIS, based on the Port Survey
Information
Reduction in number of messages (especially related to arrival, in port and departure)
will be a major benefit from implementing MIS. The survey shows that the majority
think that MIS will contribute to reducing the number of messages significantly
Improvement of operations/work processes
The majority responded that standardization of port operations/processes and
procedures are important regarding increased efficiency in ports/ terminals. This
includes standardization both at national and international level. The majority believe
MIS will contribute to standardization of procedures and provide profits to ports and
terminal. 17 of 18 think that MIS represents a big potential for improved efficiency
regarding reporting of information/messages to different actors (including public
authorities).
Interaction between actors
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5
2
3
5
2
3
5
4
2
3
4
4
6

The majority of the respondents think it is important to strengthen the
interaction/collaboration between the actors involved in the transportation industry,
especially interaction with public authorities and agent. 66 % believe MIS will
support communication and contribute to improve interaction/collaboration among the
actors.
Implementation of MIS
The respondents stressed the following challenges related to implementation of MIS:
• Ownership to the system
• Competitive conditions among actors in the industry
• Trust and confidence to the system
• Mind-set and competence among different actors and individuals who are
potential users of the system.
The implementation phase is not a part of this project, but it is important to identify
challenges early to make decision makers aware of premises and conditions they have
to emphasize to succeed in implementing MIS. The most important challenge seems
to be ownership to MIS and to clarify who is responsible for managing the system.
Conclusion of the Survey
The conclusion is that the majority of the ports in the survey have high expectations to
the MIS concept and the benefits of using the system on different levels including
own business processes, service level and increased competitiveness on organizational
and sector level.
2.1.2.2 Workshops
In the first phase of the project, some workshops were conducted (autumn 2009)
among different actors to give input on user needs, requirements to information, and
the processes regarding use of a MIS solution. The following actors have participated
in the workshops and have also conducted questionnaires about MIS: JP Strøm,
Ålesund Port, Tromsø Port, Brødrene Sperre, Wilhelmsen Maritime Services, Bring
Logistics Ålesund, Tyrholm-Farstad.
A summary of the results are listed below presented as Requirements to MIS
information and Requirements to MIS services (ref MIS Delivery A):
Dimension
Security, authorisation and
confidentiality

Requirements MIS- information
• To protect the information and not let
unauthorised users get information
• To communicate confidential information to a
certain receiver in a secure way
• To provide information to be sent to authorised
receivers, in an agreed format
14

To access on demand and to subscribe to the
information
• To use well-known standards and formats
Access to:
• cargo related information
• ship related information and voyage related
information
• common ship registry
• both private and public information
•

Content and access to
information and databases

To receive:
• information on traffic data
• updates on status for ships, for instance on
timing, berth allocation, tracking of cargo etc)
Combination, integration of
information

•

To compile information from various sources,
put it together and send statistics to SSB

Table 2-2 Requirements related to MIS-information based on results from work
shops in the first phase of the project (Delivery A)
MIS-Services
Information exchange related to:

Means to negotiate and distribute
information for cargo owners about:
Means to notify the various resources
that must be available during the port
call about updates:
Means for tighter interfaces between
systems:
Supporting services that port offers:

Requirements MIS-services
• Cargo handling: which are
relevant for cargo owners, cargo
agents and services related to
loading/unloading in the port
• Ship handling: which contains
information about the ship, crew,
security and various arrival and
departure times.
• Terms, contracts, nominations,
agreements with service providers
etc
• In ETA
• In booking
(Changes due to weather conditions,
sailing plans etc.)
• input given in one system should be
transferred and handled
automatically in their own system
• Administration of the fairway to the
port (buoys and navigational
objects)
• Presentation of meteorological data
• Maintenance of own resources
15

•
•
•
•
•
•

Internet to port users
Offers wireless network
Surveillance cameras to be used for
instance by terminal operators
Other services to terminal operators
Port services common for several
jetties
AIS signals:
http://www.marinetraffic.com

Table 2-3 Requirements to MIS-services based on results from work shops in the
first phase of the project (Delivery A)
The workshops also identified some challenges, which emphasised the security
aspects regarding information handling in MIS such as:
- How the legal aspect and information can be sent through a third part that will
be responsible for the information to the end receiver and how the
acknowledgement of reception can be sent back.
- How to harmonise the identifiers between the different systems.
- How to avoid abuse of information when sharing the information among
several users.
In addition ownership to the system was focused as an important challenge in
accordance with the results from the port survey.
2.2 Interaction between stakeholders in the transport sector
Research literatures focus on why increased interaction is needed within the transport
sector and how it is possible to improve interaction between domains. Below some
findings related to R&D projects and implementation of ICT are presented. The
concept Interaction Infrastructure (Gustaffson 2007) is introduced which constitutes a
basis for analyzing how to improve interaction between domains related to
implementation of MIS.
Mutual benefits including overall improved efficiency can be achieved through an
increased interaction between domains:
- improved utilization of production means and infrastructure
- more robust transport concepts
- reduced transport time
- improved safety
- improved quality of logistic services through increased transparency
- improved customer services and customer satisfaction
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Based on a review of the research literature, Gustaffson (2007) is addressing one main
argument for an improved information sharing: that the players from the different
domains need to meet to gain a better mutual understanding,
to increase the shared pool of knowledge regarding information and transport
chains, and by implication, appreciate the value of transparency
Challenges or obstacles on the way to more transparency are identified as: /
- trust between the partners in the transport system
- recognition of mutual benefits
- info have potentially a high commercial value for players in a transport chain
- transport service providers do not easily see the benefit of sharing information
or cooperating with others to improve the quality of information
- to some players the lack of information is even the business idea and the very
basis of their existence
Gustaffson (2007) stress that increased interaction between the domains is an
extensive task that requires initiative, commitment, resources and governance
throughout the process.
The term interaction has different tailored meanings in various sciences. and one
definition is (used by Gustaffson 2007):
Interaction is a kind of action that occurs as two or more objects have an effect
upon one another. The idea of a two-way effect is essential in the concept of
interaction, as opposed to a one-way causal effect. Combinations of many
simple interactions can lead to surprising emergent phenomena
The definition is broad and includes both human and inhuman interaction. It is used as
a basis in this report for analyzing interaction between a broad set of players within
maritime transportation: public and private actors and MIS as a means for interaction.
Transparency is an important issue related to improved interaction and includes
having access to the right information at the right time as well as to understand the
consequences actions and lack of actions would have. The notion is based on the
understanding of the importance of information and the complexity related to sharing
it. It is a question of knowledge, of the players having access to the information they
need as it is a competitive advantage enabling both better customer service and
improved performance. (At the same time transparency can bring an end to business
areas and highlight bad performance due to the value of information as a business idea
e.g. agents in the transport chain)
Case studies show that establishing interaction based on transparency is challenging,
both in intra-organizational interfaces as well as inter-organizational interfaces. To
17

develop interaction and cooperation in the transport sector, the following aspects need
to be focused:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

stronger policy involvement: improved interactions have to be driven by
overall policies/strategies, e.g. strategies to establish closer interactions with
the customers
formalisation: interaction between the domains needs to be facilitated, i.e.
formalised and structured
change of mindset towards viewing information as something that is not
primarily exclusive for one’s own purpose but can be made available and
benefit a wider group of players
recognition and mutual respect have to build upon a clear intention from the
different domains to establish a closer interaction based on mutual respect,
and with the objectives to understand, respect and take into account the needs
and starting points to all players
culture matching and personal relationships is it essential to maintaining
successful business partnership.
ideas, principles and agreements on how to cooperate are important for
establishing cooperation
common understanding: of the way that the business is done and defining
the information which is exchanged. This provides interfaces for building
standardised, interoperable applications and providing transparency, easier
access to information and better opportunities for networking with other
companies.

2.2.1 Interaction Infrastructure
Interaction Infrastructure is a conceptual framework that supports the definitions of
the appropriate processes needed for achieving interaction in a particular context. The
notion Interaction Infrastructure indicates that interaction is more than being able to
communicate from a technical point of view and depends on commonly agreed
definitions, basic principles, rules for cooperation and communication. The concept
addresses the needs identified through findings from several projects within the
transport sector focusing on increased information sharing and improved interaction.
It is based on a holistic approach which, through supporting interaction gradually
translates the high level objectives of a policy into business related, organisational and
technical details. The aim of the concept is to focus on the interaction between the
systems, the information exchange and sharing of information. Interaction
Infrastructure spans over three levels:
1. The contextual level governs interaction between the domains and provides a
statement for a partnership and a definition of success factors. It supports the
understanding of the context and shared goals. An important element of the
18

contextual level is visualising the context so that what is externalised becomes
a shared object to be negotiated and improved in a consensual manner.
2. The protocol level, where protocol should be understood as a mutual agreed
way of running an activity and a roadmap for improving information sharing.
Regardless of the mode(s) involved this can involve the agreement of a
common view of the basic business processes, the definition of a suitable legal
framework, or the definition of information elements and attributes. It can
include the definition of cases, situated conditions and appropriate responses.
3. The implementation level guides the implementation of the agreed protocols,
i.e. actions and communication is implemented using a choice of proper
technologies. At this level, Interaction Infrastructure materialises, and
requiring technical expertise and the translation of agreed concepts into a
concrete system architecture.
Tools to be used at the contextual and protocol level include interviews, brainstorming/ work shops, surveys, visualising through different process maps, and
collection on data feedback on data collected and draft concept, etc. The analysis of
interaction in chapter 5 is based on level 1 and 2, while delivery C constitute level 3;
including translation of the MIS concept into description of a system architecture.
2.3 The MIS concept vs. Single Window concepts.
The MIS concept will build on existing single window concepts. How to do this is a
key issue in developing MIS, which will combine the existing Single Windows
Concepts. This chapter is discussing different types of single window focusing on a
maritime portal including ship clearance, cargo clearance, and port clearance.
Taxonomy to a Single Window is introduced. The different single window concepts
are shown in figure 2-3
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uc Use Case Model

Other Import/Export
Authority

Customs

Cargo Agent

Other Port Parties/3rd
Party Systems

Cargo Clearance Single Window
Port Clearance Single Window

Ship Clearance Single Window

Charterer

Ship and Ship Systems
Other National Authorities
Ship Ow ner

SafeSeaNet

Ship Agent

Figure 2-3 The different single window concepts for cargo clearance ship
clearance and port clearance
The Single Window concept has its origin from Customs, where declarations related
to regulatory information must be given when entering a country or a region Single
Window has also been called a one-stop-shop solution, a single point of reporting site,
and a place where all governmental trade is reported. There is no single defined
viewpoint of a single window but following definitions are the most common ones:
"[...] a facility that allows parties involved in trade and transport to lodge
standardized information and documents with a single entry point to fulfil all
import, export, and transit-related regulatory requirements. If information is
electronic then individual data elements should only be submitted once."
[UN/CEFACT]
In the e-Freight EU-project a Single Window is classified as:
“... access to a full range of governmental/administrative e-services bundled in
terms of sectoral or thematic functionality areas. Typically, the one-stop egovernment service bundling is based on real life events or business situations
(i.e. setting up a new business). A one-stop e-government portal operates as a
user friendly gateway to governmental e-services, typically also offering a
multi-channel service delivery approach.” [Maglogiannis et.al]
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2.3.1 Different types of systems
There are different types of existing and emerging Single Window systems supporting
intermodal transport activities. A Single Window system can cover the cargo reporting
activities where import and export declarations are the main processes supported.
Another Single Window model is organized around ship clearance activities offered
by national governments where all mandatory reporting concerning a ship sailing
from abroad to a EU or associated country based on the SafeSeaNet (SSN) system
notifications and formalities, is handled. A third view is a port clearance oriented
Single Window which often can be viewed as a PCS (Port Community System). A
fourth dimension is passenger clearance; however, we will not elaborate this further.
2.3.1.1 Single window for cargo
The purpose of a Single Window for cargo is to report cargo for export or import
purposes.

Single Window for cargo
Description
A SW for customs clearance normally contains information about cargo
for either import or export.
Users
The users are Consignor’s and Consignee’s, the Customs, as well as cargo
agents
Characteristics The goods to be defined for import and export will need a release number
before the transport can progress from an import area at a terminal. A
main functionality for this SW is the cargo clearance process.
Cargo information and definition, Ownership, The itinerary of the goods,
Objects
Handling instructions, General statusinformation about the cargo
Functionality Registers: Goods group, Location register, Tax code
Automation: XML and Web-based user interface
Accessibility control
Hand-over mechanism with other SW-solutions

2.3.1.2 Single window for ship clearance
The purpose of a ship Single Window is to report all mandatory information about a
ship sailing from abroad to a country associated in the member state agreement in EU,
the SafeSeaNet system.
All countries in EU and associated countries are connected or will soon be connected
to the central SSN system. Every country has to dedicate an internal authority as a
National Competent Authority that will be the official connection between the country
and the central SSN system that is under the responsibility of the European Maritime
Safety Agency, EMSA.
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Single Window for ship clearance
A SW for Ship clearance contains information about the ship, the voyage,
the cargo, the passengers, the crew and information that is required by the
SafeSeaNet directive.
Users
The users are the ship it self, agents, the providers on the ship, or the
governmental bodies that need statuses and information for controlling
duties, for mainly safety/security purposes. Governmental bodies can be
Police, Coast Guard, Navy, Coastal Administration, Health authorities, or
the ports.
Characteristics The main purpose of such a SW is to have a good overview of the safety
and security issues regarding sea transport. It could be either a site where
information about a ship transport could be achieved in a distressed
situation, or it could be more used in a controlling purpose where i.e. the
crew and passenger list is matched with the list of criminals by the Police
authorities. A main functionality for this SW is the ship clearance process.
Objects
Ship information, Cargo information, Crew and Passenger information
(also effects), voyage information. Notification messages (hazmat,
security, alert, ship) between the different states should also be considered
Functionality Registers: Goods group, Vessel, Location
Automation: XML and Web-based user interface (both ways)
Acceptance report/Clearance notification (automatic)
Use of sensor data for report purpose
Ordering of transport services such as pilot age services
Hand-over mechanism with other SW-solutions as well as commercial
systems from service providers
Description

2.3.1.3 Single window for port clearance
A Port Single Window can in many cases be defined as a Port Community System
(PCS). It is a community system which based on an integrated series of procedures,
rules, standards and ICT solutions support the automatic exchange of data and
documents related to the authorities’ clearance of ships and cargo upon arrival, stay
and departure of vessels in a port.
Port Single Window is primarily supporting the requirements of governmental
agencies, but also the requirements of the cargo interests. This means that a port
Single Window covers customs requirements and handling, and also the information
exchange dealing with the necessary services in a port and the handling of ship and
cargo.
EPC (Electronic Port Clearance) is the concept for vessels visiting a port to deal with
all formalities, documentary requirements and procedures associated with the arrival,
stay and departure of ships engaged on international voyages electronically without
the use of paper documents. On the one hand EPC aims to replace the paper
documents such as the FAL Forms currently in use; on the other hand EPC tries to
make the exchange of information more efficiently, through the rationalisation of the
procedures and simplifying the related data.
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Single Window for port clearance
A SW for port clearance is a reporting site for needed information
regarding an entrance to a port. The information could also be about
information classified as private, and used within a commercial aspect.
The ship, the ship operators, the agents, the port management, the port
Users
service providers
Characteristics This SW is used to achieve a port clearance of a ship. The information is
both of a private and a public character. The ports are using the
information to plan the ship entrance, to achieve the port safety and
security regulations, and to calculate the fees to be sent to the users. A
main functionality for this SW is the port clearance process.
Objects
Ship, Cargo, Load units, Service needs, Security information
Functionality Registers: Goods group, Vessel, Location, Port services. XML and Webbased user interface (both ways). Acceptance report/Clearance
notification (automatic), Use of sensor data for report purpose, Safety and
security,
Ordering of port services, Accessibility control, Hand-over
mechanism/communication mechanisms with other SW-solutions as well
as commercial systems from service providers, Statistics, General port
information, Site for laws and regulations.
Description

2.3.2 Example on the use of Single Window
A typical transportation route, or a value chain, contains many different stakeholders
and thereby different needs regarding exchange and reporting of information. The
figure below describes a typical transport chain where the cargo is sent from China to
Norway. In the middle of the chain a typical consolidation process is done, before the
sea transport, where it is discharged later in the chain. Such a consolidation process
will give demand to the functionality of a Single Window solution. If we use this
chain as an example on the analysis of the Single Window needs we can divide it in to
different stages and locations along the chain, where information needs within each
step, also regarding taxonomy, is defined.
The green colour circle is meant to be a Single Window solution for cargo clearance,
the red one is for ship clearance, and the pink square is for port clearance.
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Figure 2-4 Transport chain from China to Norway

2.3.3 Geographical dimension
One of the challenges in the specification of an information centre is to decide the
dimensions and geographical areas the centre should cover. Previously we have
described the different aspects to support following dimensions:
•
•
•
•
•

International dimension
National dimension
Regional dimension
Local dimension
Another dimension could be an Ad-hoc solution

For all those dimensions there are different needs and different legal basis to follow
that also differs within one dimension. An example can be that within a port, which is
defined as a local dimension solution, there are some port specific regulations to
follow and the configuration of the centre must therefore follow the properties defined
at the port where also the private-public partnership relations must be placed. This
specification does not have to be the same at the neighbour port.
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Figure 2-5 Geographical dimension
It is likely that the different solutions that represent the different dimensions must
exchange information with each other. A ship normally crossing the defined
dimensions where coming from an abroad country and visiting a port, is mirroring the
process when returning to an abroad port. In such a case the ship must firstly follow
the local dimension from departure port, where regulations and other procedures are
followed (reporting time, place, etc). Then in some cases new reporting and
procedures must be followed when sailing in a certain region such as a fjord or
vulnerable regional areas. Then when he is leaving the national waters he must report
to the NCA or the Coast Guard of the departure nationality, and finally follows
international conventions in open international waters. The same approach will be
when sailing in to the arriving port.
2.3.4 Automation dimension
There are different ways to receive and promote information from a Single Window
solution. Examples on such possibilities are:
•
•
•
•
•

Paper based reporting
XML or EDI reporting
Sensor based reporting
Registration interface
Triggers following business processes or information based reporting from a
collaboration platform
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Geographic axis:
-The local dimension
-The regional dimension
-The national dimension
-The international dimension
-Ad-hoc dimension

Automation axis:
-Paper based reporting
-Sensor based reporting
-Registration interface
-Business processes and
collaboration platforms

Figure 2-6: Geographical vs. automation
There might be different automation level regarding the different dimensions. For
example local dimensions might have many ways of reporting information to the
solutions. It might also differ within the specification of one specific dimension; i.e.
the specification of a local system in port of Rotterdam can be different from port of
Oslo.
2.3.5 Legal basis
Legal basis defines who are responsible and have the privileges to report what. It also
defines the connection between private and public partnerships where both
commercial and governmental information should be focused together.
Geographic axis:
-The local dimension
-The regional dimension
-The national dimension
-The international dimension
-Ad-hoc dimension

Legal axis:
-Juridical acceptance
-Private and public issues
-Ownership of cargo and means

Figure 2-7: Geographical vs. legal
There might be different legal aspects regarding the different dimensions. For
example a local dimension might have different laws and regulations to follow vs. an
international dimension. It might also differ within the specification of one specific
dimension; i.e. the regulations specified for port of Rotterdam can be different from
port of Oslo.
2.4 Integrated Operations
Integrated Operations
With the prospect of increasing oil production, lowering operating costs, and
prolonging field lifetimes, the petroleum industry is actively working to improve its
ability to operate in an integrated and efficient manner across geographical,
organizational, and professional boundaries. This effort is labelled Integrated
Operations (IO) in Norway (in other contexts known as e-fields, intelligent energy,
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smart fields etc) and it focuses on new technologies and enhanced work processes for
improved decision making and safer, more efficient production
(Source: White paper no. 38, 2003).
The MIS concept can be compared with the Integrated Operation (IO) perspective in
the oil industry, focusing on how modern information technology makes it possible to
improve coordination across actor groups and organizational boundaries. Below the
IO perspective is shortly described.
The Norwegian oil industry association (OLF 2007) has estimated the value increase
due to IO to 300 billion NOK in 2015 and points to how IO positively influences
health, safety and environmental issues in the industry. The economic potential is
seen to be a result of changes in work practices enabled by the use of information
technology, improved coordination across disciplines and between employees
onshore and offshore. Within IO it has also been an increased interest in areas
related to new work processes, communication and collaboration based on the
acknowledgement that successfully implementation of information technology is
closely interweaved with human and organisational conditions (the Man, Technology
and Organizational perspective – MTO).
Main contributions emphasised in IO which can be related to the MIS concept are:
•
•
•

Use of real time data/information and improved information sharing
Improved possibilities for coordination and planning
Improved interaction and collaboration across boundaries

We have not calculated the economic potential of implementing the MIS concept, but
possible benefits are described in the report
Integrated Operations and MIS:
• It is likely that the IO-concept also can be tailored to be a valuable concept in
the maritime sector. There are identified many challenges and observations
related to the IO-concept where potentials of doing it better and more efficient
is enormous:
o Man; normally lots of humans are involved in a transport chain, and
each involvement needs to follow laws and regulations that are
following its mandate. It is important to understand the processes,
responsibilities, and the collaboration between each other. The
information to the people should be tailored to an individual level
based on mandate and needs. One of the areas where a MIS-concept
can be beneficial is when re-planning or deviations occur that needs to
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be published to the involved persons.
o Technology; Sensors and automatic capture of information is and will
be more and more important. Integrity to the information, as well as
identification of the legal aspect is essential to succeed. Examples from
previous work has identified that more than 40 messages are sent in a
vessel sailing from port to port, where most of the messages had
multiple receivers. Number of information systems involved is also
very high and can be reduced.
o Organisation; There are different organisations involved in a transport.
Each organisation has its mandate to serve a transport in an optimal
and efficient way. One challenge is to identify the juridical legalities
for each involvement which means that are legal to give what
information.
Missing element or observations to be considered regarding a future Single
Window
• The processes that describes interactions between different stakeholders are
missing
• The ontology and a clear terms definition is weak or missing
• A study and weighting of the different information sources regarding integrity
should be done
• The legality of the information and whom can post what should be done

2.5 Introduction to other projects and relevant terminology
This section presents relevant concepts and terminology related to MIS. It includes
descriptions of Single Window, Public-private partnership and sensors relevant for
MIS. . In addition it contains an overview of several projects which are relevant for
MIS. A more detailed description of these is to be find in Appendix B.
2.5.1 Single Window related to MIS
Single Window
“A facility that allows parties involved in trade and transport to lodge standardized
information and documents with a single entry point to fulfil all import, export,
and transit-related regulatory requirements. If information is electronic then
individual data elements should only be submitted once”
Source: Trade facilitation, UN/CEFACT Recommandation 33
In the MIS project we have pointed out that the Single Window should cover both
private and public information. Private information is more open to free definition of
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information contents than public, which is more regulated by international standards
based on directives and agreements. Private information is commercially based, and
information can be more sensitive than the public information. Systems commonly
described as a Port Community System (PCS) or a Port Single Window (PSW) is
mentioned when the private definition of a Single Window is expressed. Public
information is more strictly regulated, and e.g. in Norway the “ShipRep” system is
considered the National Maritime Single Window.
Single Window is a working concept that many projects are focusing upon. Some
of the observations from the Single Window work are as following:
• The IMO recommendation mentioned EDI data elements only for the
electronic means for the clearance of ships
• Most countries followed by IMO recommendations has been using EDI or
XML
• There are far too many documents involved in a transport process. Some
projects are trying to reduce the number of documents.
• Must cover message standards and standard code values, also regarding a
intermodal perspective
Missing element or observations to be considered
• Geographical location
• Ownership of a Single Window-solution
• The Taxonomy
• The ontology
• Different types of a Single Window-solution (cargo, ship, port)
• Use of internet as a mechanism of reporting
• Covering both private and public information
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2.5.2 Public-private partnership and relevance for MIS
Public-private partnership (PPP)
“A public private partnership (“PPP”) arrangement differs from conventional
public procurement in several respects. In a PPP arrangement the public and
private sectors collaborate to deliver public infrastructure projects – such as roads,
railways, airports – which typically share the following features:
• A long-term PPP contract between a public contracting authority (the
“Authority”) and a private sector PPP company based on the procurement
of services, not of assets;
• The transfer of certain project risks to the private sector, notably in the
areas of design, build, operations and finance;
• A focus on the specification of project outputs rather than project inputs,
taking account of the whole life cycle implications for the project;
• The application of private financing (often project finance) to underpin the
risks transferred to the private sector;
• Payments to the private sector which reflect the services delivered. The PPP
company may be paid either by users (e.g. toll motorway), by the Authority
(e.g. availability payments, shadow tolls) or by a combination of both (e.g.
low user charges together with operating public subsidies).”
Source: EPEC – A Guide to Guidance: Sourcebook for PPPs
The benefits of having a private-public partnership can be increased trust, support of
good business practices in legislation, or the use of incentives such as adjustment of
constraints (agreed terminology, based on standards, etc).

Public-private partnership is still two separate issues but there are many
initiatives that aiming to harmonise those initiatives:
• Private-public-partnership means the potential of having a collaborative
solution that covers both private commercial information and more public
information that are meant for governmental purposes.
Missing element or observations to be considered

• A MIS solution must be built around a centralised solution most likely
operated by an governmental operator

• It is important to clarify the security issues
•

Some information that is meant for a MIS-centre must be administrated from a
local administrator. For example a resource hub where local resources are
stored in the database. Those resources can not be controlled by a central
national source due to the fact that local knowledge and information about the
resources must be considered.
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•

Clear interfaces to third party systems must be defined

2.5.3 Sensors relevant for MIS

In addition to reporting, automatic capture of data and sensor technology will provide
data inputs to MIS. The Automatic Identification System (AIS) gives important
information on vessels’ identity, position, speed and course. In addition, sensors in
ports, in containers or in the vessels may give information of interest to the users of
MIS.
Sensors
•

Sensors and automatic capture of information are and will be important in a next generation
single window. Within the maritime sector use of the AIS signals to identify the ship position
is an example of a sensor that have escalated latest years from being information only sent
between two vessels, to become a source of information that are used by almost every
stakeholder involved in a maritime transport. It is likely that we will see new types of sensors
to be introduced in the coming years that will be used to control and as a source for status
information.

Missing element or observations to be considered
•

•

It is important to agree upon standards that inflect a sensor system:
o Information contents and code values (master data alignment)
o Communication frequencies
o Integrity
Description of new functionality in MIS based on sensor information.
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2.5.4 Summing up projects/concepts and relevance for MIS
The table below sum up relevant issues and concepts based on different projects in the
maritime transport sector. The columns ‘Cargo’, ‘Ship’, and ‘Port’ refers to the three
dimensions of Single Window described earlier. An ‘x’ in the column means that the
project or concept is relevant for the actual dimension. The column Methodology has
an ‘x’ if the project/concept is relevant for the MIS methodology.
Projects/concep
ts

Relevance for MIS

Single window

Single Window is a central concept
in MIS. However, in this project, it
covers not only public information,
but also private information.
MIS is based on a public-private
partnership model.

Public –private
partnership
Sensors

IMO eNavigation

EU e-Maritime

e-Freight

E-Customs

Sensors are important sources for
maritime transport information
which can be made accessible
through MIS, e.g. use of AIS signals
to identify ship positions.
As for MIS, e-Navigation will be
supporting ship critical information
as well as vessel reporting to shore
based sites, but the relation between
a single window and the eNavigation concept is still unclear
but should be considered/clarified.
The e-Maritime concept is relevant
for the MIS project since the
SafeSeaNet, the e-Navigation
concept, and the single window is
central in its work. E-Maritime is
also focusing on the private-public
relationship as important-Maritime
will play a central role in the
establishment of a maritime single
window solution.
The e-Freight project is aiming to
specify an e-freight platform that
can be compared to a single window
solution. It has drafted technical
solutions and have done
requirement studies both on existing
directives as well as as-is messages
used.
e-Customs is relevant for MIS due
to its focus on Single Window
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Cargo

Ship

Port

Metho
dology

x

x

x

X

X

x

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

Projects/concep
ts
Arktrans
ShortSeaXML
Freightwise

Efforts

VITSAR

HD2008
Customer
requirements to
intermodal
transport
Efficiency in
Short Sea
Shipping
SHIFT
FINT

ISO 28005-2
Ships and marine
technology —
Electronic port
clearance

Relevance for MIS

Cargo

solutions.
ARKTRANS is useful as a
reference model, especially when it
comes to defining user groups.
ShortSeaXML is relevant since they
have defined messages based on the
UN CEFACT library.
FreightWise is relevant for MIS
both in that it defines transport
processes and transport information
packages.
Two results from the EFFORTS
project are relevant for MIS, that is,
the EFFORTS Port Process Map,
and the methodology described to
design and implement interoperable
port community systems.
VITSAR forms an important input
to MIS as a starting point for how to
integrate third party systems to
common maritime information
system.
HD2008 is an importing starting
point regarding port community
systems relevant for MIS.
The PROPS project can give
valuable input to the requirements
to MIS regarding work on Single
Window methodologies.
Requirements to efficiency in SSS
are directly relevant for MIS since
actors in SSS may be active users of
MIS.
The focus on environmental issues
is the most relevant part for MIS.
FINT is relevant for MIS in that it
focuses on modelling of port related
processes, multimodal transport,
and use of ShortSeaXML messages.
The definition of core data elements
in EPC ISO 28005-2 is an important
starting point when defining a
conceptual data model for MIS.
This is needed to ensure well
defined semantics of common terms
in MIS.
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Ship

Port

Metho
dology
X

X

x

X

x

X

x

X

x

x

x

X

x

x

X

x

x

X

x

x
X

X

X

Projects/concep
ts

Relevance for MIS

Cargo

MarNIS/Situatio
ns in European
Ports

Knowledge from MarNIS for
instance on standardization and
Single Window is relevant for MIS.

How to
strengthen the
competitiveness
of sea
transport?

The project supports the
understanding of the need for a
Maritime information centre which
can facilitate interaction and closer
cooperation between public and
private actors in the sea transport
industry.

Ship

Table 2-4 Project and concepts which are relevant regarding MIS
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Port

Metho
dology

X

x

x

3. Task B-2 New Standards and Requirements
Standardization on different levels is a key issue related to MIS. To obtain improved
information exchange, interaction, coordination and improvement of work
processes/procedures standardization is necessary. Standardization often means the
process of establishing standards of various kinds and improving efficiency to handle
people, their interactions, cases, and so forth. Related to MIS the following aspects
are relevant regarding standardization:
• developing data exchange standards for information/document sharing
including private and public sector.
• developing of common business processes related to interaction in the
interfaces between the domains/roles within maritime transportation.
• requirements regulated by laws and regulations which contribute to
standardized procedures and reporting routines.
These dimensions are discussed and related to MIS, below.
3.1 Standards and standardization of information/documents
Some information exchange standards of special importance related to MIS are
described below; ISO 28005, ShortSeaXML and The Single Transport Document.
These standards have to be included in MIS.
ISO 28005
ISO 28005 is a technical standard for exchange of electronic information for coastal
transit or port calls. Part I and Part II define a structure for the message in an
Electronic Port Clearance including core data elements.
The MIS project will aim at introducing a third part that gives a guideline for Single
Window systems (ref A-delivery, p. 23).
ShortSeaXML message schema (p.18):
The ShortSeaXML message schema is of interest for the MIS project since it utilizes
the UN CEFACT library to build an XML message that can be used to report
information concerning shipping. Several messages from the project must be
considered in the MIS-centre in the future: (these are listed in chapter 2.4.9 rap A)
The Single Transport Document
The Single Transport Document is an important part of the Single Window concept
which is focused in the e-Freight project.
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A transport document is required today to follow the carriage of goods (Reg. 11/60
and Directive 92/106/EC). According to the Freight Transport Logistics Action Plan,
a Single European Transport Document will be established that can be used in all
transport modes enhancing the framework offered by multimodal waybills or
multimodal manifests.
Waybills are used by all modes issued by a carrier to shipper as evidence of a contract
of carriage and as a receipt of goods. Generally Transport Documents typically deal
with:
1. period of responsibility of the carrier;
2. basis of the carriers’ liability;
3. limits of financial liability;
4. carriers’ responsibility for subcontractors;
5. documentary requirements;
6. consignors’ liabilities;
7. special provisions concerning dangerous goods;
8. time-limits for claims and limitation periods.
In addition to these standards the following issues are interesting regarding
standardization:
- Schedule
- Booking
- Manifest: for cargo documentation of loading, unloading and government
reporting
- Status: for tracking and tracing of cargo transport
3.2 Laws and regulations
Laws and regulations represent standardized requirements on different levels, based
on national and international policies. MIS will make access to laws and regulations
easy, including local regulations at port/terminals, regional-, national- and
international laws and regulations. Easy access (e.g. web links) contributes to
compliance of the laws/regulations and less time spent to ensure that the information
is updated and correct. MIS must ensure that laws and regulation are updated/ correct
through agreements which guarantee information. For ports and terminals it is
assumed that they update information about requirements and procedures on a regular
basis.
Figure 3-1 illustrates that laws and regulations relate to different geographical
dimension which have to be handled by MIS.
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International Laws/Regulations
(IMO, SOLAS)
International

EU Directives

National

National Laws/Regulations

Regional
Local

Local and Regional Regulations

Figure 3-1 Laws and regulations at different geographical levels which have to
be considered/included in MIS
The following laws regulate maritime transportation in Norway and are accessible at
http://www.lovdata.no/all/712.html. Some of these may be relevant for MIS.
•

1932.04.22 nr 001: Lov om merkning av vekten på tunge kolli som fraktes
med fartøy.

•

1982.12.17 nr 084: Lov om sikre containere.

•

1992.12.04 nr 121: Lov om fri utveksling av tjenesteytelser innen sjøtransport.

•

1993.06.11 nr 077: Lov om endringer i sjøloven (arrest i skip).

•

1994.06.24 nr 039: Lov om sjøfarten (sjøloven).

•

1996.08.02 nr 061: Lov om endringer i sjøloven m.m. (berging og særregler
for innenriks stykkgodstransport).

•

2007.02.16 nr 009: Lov om skipssikkerhet (skipssikkerhetsloven).

•

2007.12.21 nr 128: Lov om endringer i lov 24. juni 1994 nr. 39 om sjøfarten
(sjøloven) og om samtykke til ratifikasjon av den internasjonale konvensjon
2001 om erstatningsansvar for bunkers oljesølskade

Other laws and directives relevant for MIS are managed by Kystverket: Havne-og
farvannsloven, Losloven, og Forurensningsloven.
Some international laws and regulations relevant for MIS, includes:
• Directive 95/64/EF: EMSA, Safe Sea Net: From 2011 a New Inspection
Regime (NIR) will replace the current Port State Control regime of the
Norwegian Maritime Directorate (Kystverket). From January 2011, vessels are
required to submit notifications using the national reporting system
SafeSeaNet. Then, information registered in the national SafeSeaNet portal
will be automatically forwarded to a new European database, THETIS.
THETIS will replace SIRENAC, which is used today for registering
information on Port State Control within the Paris MoU cooperation. The NIR
is the main element of the revised Port State Control Directive 2009/16/EC,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

which is part of the 3rd Maritime Safety Package recently adopted by the EU
( www.parismou.org) .
Directive 95/21/EC ”Port State Control” (PSC). Reporting of dangerous ships
to Port State Control
Directive 2000/59/EC ”Port Reception Facilties”, on facilities for handling
waste and cargo rests from ships in ports. The ships must send notification to
the port on this.
Directive 2002/59/EC ”Traffic Monitoring” which requires reporting of arrival
information to the port.
Regulation 1406/2002 ”European Maritime Safety Agency”.
IMO – SOLAS kap. XI-2 and ISPS. Ship and port have to exchange
information about the security level.
IMO – Bulk Ship Loading and Unloading reporting [BLU]. The ship must
report to the port the details on loading and unloading before doing these
operations to avoid accidents.

3.3 Standardization of processes
MIS has a potential to support standardization of business processes, especially
processes related to interaction between roles/actors. The process mapping and
analysis in chapter 4 is focusing on how MIS can contribute to facilitate business
processes and may represent a basis for discussing how business processes in
interfaces between domains/roles can be more standardized. In this section some
perspectives on business processes are presented, terminology, standardization and
value added, which may contribute to understand the possibilities related to MIS.
In general business processes consist of several sub-processes or activities that are
(logically) ordered, having clearly identified inputs and outputs trying to achieve a
defined business goal. Research literature points to business process standardization
as a success driver for business and value generated by:
•
•

•

•

Improved process performance • Reduced end to end time: reduced
process costs, improved process quality, increased performance measurability
Improved customer confidence The more standardized processes are, the
lower the probability for process driven mistakes will be. Consequently the
overall quality and thereby customer confidence improves.
Enhanced ability to react to regulatory changes: Founded in the enhanced
readiness to react to external changes companies having standardized
processes can easily react to regulatory changes.
Enhanced technical interchange ability: Standardizing processes, firstly,
step by step detaches the processes from supporting IT and thereby, secondly,
enables the use of standard hard- and software solutions.
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•

Enhanced readiness to outsourcing business processes: To merge with or
buy other companies, to react to market and external change and trends by
increased process flexibility

Especially the first two points seem to be relevant for process standardization related
to MIS. MIS is a system supporting introduction of standardizing business processes
at different levels including the international level, which have a huge potential to
increase the efficiency of maritime transportation and make it more competitive
related to car and rail transportation.
The value added generated by process standardization should be possible to obtain
also in the maritime transport sector. MIS contributes to new possibilities for
standardization of processes and procedures across organizational and geographical
boundaries. These opportunities have to be realised founded on commitment and
cooperation across organizations and nations. Based on delivery A, some examples of
possibilities for standardization are described below.
Potential for standardization related to administrative bottlenecks
• Stakeholders consider the administrative procedures for maritime transport to
be too often unnecessarily complex, redundant and not harmonized between
Member States or Ports. Operations for incoming and outgoing vessels to/from
ports are slowed down, generating higher costs, and loading and unloading
operations tend to be delayed. (A –Delivery, p.15 e-Customs)
Sea ports in the Community are part of the EUs external border and a ship
calling in these ports is faced with a range of administrative procedures on
arrival and departure, comprising a wide set of EU and international
legislation, ranging from customs and tax rules, to border control rules, trade
statistics, environment and waste, plant-health, veterinary and health
protection, transport and security and safety regulations (list in Annex A of the
impact assessment report). Such regulations are not always properly
coordinated, leading on occasion to delays, overlaps and excessive
administrative costs.
•

The stakeholders reported problems with divergent practices, depending on the
organisation of the operator in the port of loading. For instance in some
Member States certain customs documents have to be given in original to a
customs office, which might be located far away from the quay, and opening
times or the location of customs offices may cause logistical problems. In
some ports, unloading of a ship can start only after all documentary formalities
have been completed, which can take up to half a day.
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•

The transport of dangerous goods is restricted, costly and complicated at sea
due to overlap between bodies of technical legislation, and often sea transport
is not an option and goods are transferred by land

•

Problems related to language difficulties which may have been solved by
standardization of procedures.

•

Electronic manifests are not universally accepted by all ports in the EU. 55%
use electronic systems for handling ship and cargo information, use of fax and
telephone still common
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4. Task B-3 MIS Process Models
The aim of this chapter is to present a common MIS process-model as a reference
model for operations, processes within maritime transport, which constitute a basis for
understanding which processes MIS can support, and how interaction/information
sharing can be improved. The model is presented in several steps, including
visualisations of operations and processes on different levels, from an overall level to
more detailed descriptions of sub-processes.
Related to the framework Interaction Infrastructure, this chapter represents the
protocol level, where protocol should be understood as a mutual agreed way of
running an activity and a roadmap for improving information sharing. The MIS
process model represents a view of the basic business processes which hopefully can
constitute a shared and agreed reference of business processes in the interface
between domains/roles in maritime transportation.
4.1 Visualizing Operations and Work Process
The MIS project presents “images” of operations and processes within maritime
transportation. The figure below illustrates different perspectives on maritime
transportation including:
-

International trade which represents an overall perspective focusing on the
core activities “Buy–Ship-Pay”

-

Transport services: which illustrate that different services have to be
performed related to different activities and roles, when performing “BuyShip-Pay”. This includes services to make sure that the goods are taken care of
from transportation needs are defined by consignor to delivering of goods to
consignee.

-

Transportation: which focuses on processes related directly to the physical
transportation of goods including: loading and discharge of goods, port
operations and sea transportation

-

Ship operations: This focuses on different stakeholders and roles involved in
ship operations.
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Figure 4-1 Overall image of maritime transport
Operations and processes will be further described to identify how MIS can support
these.
In order to ensure that MIS contributes to creating a better understanding of how all
the stakeholders involved in maritime operations should be able to contribute in a
setting where the total result is the best possible for all, the MIS-project has
developed a generic “picture” of functions/processes. This picture also represents the
overall structure for describing operations and work processes.
The project do not intend to force a special way of organizing maritime operations,
but models presented both as a Mind Map and process diagrams may be thought of
as common frame of references, a platform and a checklist for what to take into
account when developing MIS. The process diagrams are also tools for identifying
operations, interactions, responsibilities between actors and exchange of information,
and represent a basis for proposing how MIS can contribute to improve operations
and work processes. The next chapters present the process models which constitute
the MIS Process Platform.

4.2 MIS Mind Map Process Model
Four process domains are defined to describe transportation of goods in the MIS Mind
Map Process Model, see figure 4.2. The overall objective is to identify operations and
processes where different roles/actors interact and depend on information exchange to
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be able to perform good quality service in accordance with laws and regulations. The
four domains are:
•

Port and terminal operations include processes associated with planning,
execution and completion of port operations. Planning consist of: marketing
activities related to port services, planning of terminal service operations, and
developing of port operation plans. Execution includes: warehousing and
processes related to interaction with ships (or rail, road). Completion includes
processes for payment, invoices, deviations and claims.

•

Ship Operation includes processes associated with planning, execution and
completion of ship operations. Planning consist of marketing activities related to
ship services, to get cargo details and booking and to plan loading of ship.
Execution includes sailing, activities in port (port call, collecting, loading,
discharge) and reporting. Completion includes processes for payment, invoices,
deviations and claims and can be compared with the same processes for Port
Operations

•

Transport Operation includes processes associated with planning, execution
and completion of transport operations. Planning consist of getting needs for
transport, logistic planning, to get all requirements related to the transport and
booking. Execution includes transportation of goods by ship, rail, road or air,
warehousing and reporting. Completion includes processes related to claim,
payment and invoice.

•

Goods Operation includes processes associated with planning, execution and
completion. Planning consist of determine needs for transport, logistic planning,
prepare requirements and booking. Execution includes monitoring and follow up
transport. Completion includes processes related to confirmation of delivery,
claims, and payment/invoices.

The processes will be described in more details in chapter 4 where interactions
between actors are identified and made visible in process activity diagrams.
When we read a model with different experiences and different backgrounds, we may
interpret the model differently. Hence, it is important to know from which point of
view the model has been made. The model of maritime operations in MIS has been
developed from the point of view of the different user groups/ roles but emphasize the
processes including interactions between user groups/roles. The different roles are
responsible for the processes and activities showed in their pool/lane in the process
diagram
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Figure 4-2 MIS Process Mind-Map
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4.3 Generic MIS Process Model
Figure 4-3 shows the main maritime processes related to MIS representing a generic
process model for operations relevant for MIS.

Figure 4-3 The top level Process Overview including the four phases: Marketing
and Alignment, Planning, Execution and Completion
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To describe the processes, the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) is used.
BPMN diagrams can be used to describe what activities the process consists of, the
roles that are responsible for performing the activities, and the relationship (e.g.
cooperation, information exchange, temporal relations) between the activities.
In the modeling in this work, the activities are placed in “pools” and “lanes”,
describing the roles performing the activities. Pools are used to describe the main role
groups, lanes are used for a further subdivision of the roles when this is necessary.
The main types of relationship between actions are:
• Association: Describes cooperation between activities without any specific
direction on the flow of information or time.
• Information flow: Describes a flow of information from one activity to
another.
• Sequence flow: Describes a temporal relationship between activities.

Figure 4-4 Main relationships between activities.
The processes described in the figure are further described in BPMN diagrams in
chapter 4.4.
The studies of processes and interactions are based upon a framework including:
• ARKTRANS i (framework for intermodal transport)
• Business Process Modelling
The generic model represents the structure describing processes supported by MIS
and is based on the “image” of maritime operations in the MIS Mind Map Process
Model, including Port and Terminal Operation, Ship Operation and Goods
Operation 2 .The generic model contains of the phases: Alignment & Marketing,
2

Transport operation is not included in the generic model, because we have limited the scope to sea
transport
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Planning, Execution and Completion which are common phases for the
operations/domains. These are described below
Alignment & Marketing
The Alignment, Marketing and Sale processes are concerned with creating contact
between the actors that have a need for transport or services and those who can offer
transport and services that fulfill the demand; and the sale of the transport or service.
The phase consists of the publishing of needs or offered services, establishing contact
between the parties, agreeing on the terms of the service and the sale of the service.
Planning
The provision of transport and services is planned and managed based on actual and
foreseen demands and information about the Transportation Network infrastructure
and traffic conditions. This is based on information provided by the Transportation
Network Management domain. The planning includes decisions about routes,
schedules, service types and use of resources.
Execution
The Execution phase begins when work processes are initiated in accordance with the
execution plans and ends when the execution is completed or cancelled. The
execution of the operations includes movement of goods, cargo handling, document
handling, monitoring and control of operations and goods. The latter may involve
interactions with the On-board Support and Control domain. The domain’s exchange
of information with the Transport Demand domain shall support effective
coordination and accomplishment of the whole transport chain, which is managed in
the Transport Demand domain. This may include transport and terminal operations
managed by several Transport Service Providers (transport companies, terminals,
etc.). This phase also deals with detection and management of deviations.
Completion
The completion phase includes the agreed completion of the services (e.g. delivery of
the transported goods at the destination), handling of payment and claims when the
actual service has deviated from the agreed terms. Also, while the handling of
payment for services may come at any time in the process (e.g. prepayment), it fits in
the completion phase from a logical viewpoint.
The different operations include the following processes:
Port and Terminal Operations:
• Port and terminal alignment, marketing and sale
• Plan terminal and port service operation
• Port and terminal service operation
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•
•
•
•

Ship-port operation
Hinterland transport
Invoice and payment
Deviations and claims

Ship operations:
• Ship alignment, marketing and sale
• Plan ship operation
• Ship operation
• Ship-port operation
• Invoice and payment
• Deviations and claims
Goods operation
• Goods transport planning
• Monitor goods transport
• Invoice and payment
• Deviations and claims
Roles/user groups are Transport User, Transport Service Provider, Regulators and
Transport Infrastructure Providers. Transport service providers include port,
terminals and transport companies (here shipping) and are presented as different
“lanes” in the diagrams. In the To-be diagrams MIS is included as a role which
contributes in the processes.
The main focus is on the phases where MIS contributes significantly are: Marketing,
sale and alignment, Planning and Execution. The Completion phase is not emphasized
and is seen as quite similar for Port and terminal operations, Ship Operations and
Goods Operations.
4.4 Process Descriptions, As-Is and To-Be situations
This chapter contains descriptions of process for maritime operations relevant for
MIS, including process diagrams for actual situation today (as-is) and possible
situation if implementing MIS (to-be). In addition MTO conditions are identified and
described.
4.4.1 Introduction
The process descriptions represent a more detailed presentation of each of the
processes in the generic process model illustrated in chapter 3.3.2. Each process is
described with:
- Name of the process
- Process diagrams, both As-Is and To-Be
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-

Short description of the process and sequences of activities carried out
Actors involved and interaction
Information/messages included in the process
MIS contributions
MTO-conditions

Each process is illustrated using an As-Is situation and To-Be situation. As-is reflects
existing processes today, while To-Be diagrams show how MIS can support the
processes in the future. Each process is described as sequences of activities.
To understand the diagrams it is important to notice that MIS is shown as a role,
with its own “pool” in the To-Be diagrams. Specific components of MIS are
visualized as activities and information in the MIS “pool”: Single Window, the
Resource Hub, Transport Information Hub or different information resources
(cargo information, vessel/ship information, regulatory information).
As the To-Be diagrams describe how the MIS system and its components support
the activities, these diagrams become more complex than the corresponding As-Is
Focusing on interaction, some main role groups are identified as relevant in the
process diagrams. These are:
• Transport service providers (port, terminal and transport company)
• Regulators(different public authorities)
• Transport users (goods owners, transport organizers)
• Transport infrastructure providers
• MIS (Single Window, Resource Hub, and different information resources
which are connected to MIS )
The lines between different roles illustrate interactions or information sharing
between roles.
The analysis of operations and business processes serves to identify the flow of
activities, interactions and information exchanges between user groups/actors.The
more specific activities for the phases are presented below.
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4.4.2 Port and Terminal Operation
4.4.2.1 Alignment, marketing and sale of port and terminal services
The process diagrams below shows the Alignment, marketing and sale of port service
reflecting the situation today (As-is).and including MIS (To-be).

Figure 4-5 As-Is Alignment, marketing and sale of port and terminal service
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Figure 4-6 To-be: Alignment, marketing and sale of port service
Alignment, marketing and Sale port and terminal services – process description:
1. Process, actors and interaction:
Port and terminal are main actors in this process in interaction with Transport
Company (shipping). Activities including interaction and/or information
exchange between these actor groups are:
1. Service scheduling: Service scheduling is based on input from
Infrastructure provider and the activity Traffic monitoring and planning.
These inputs are central to know the capacity in port within actual time
frames and are basis for schedules and input to information published to
potential customers.
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2. Publish port and terminal information: includes information which is
essential for the customer to know about the services which can be
offered.
3. Define terminal services: includes all types of input from customers
(transport/ship company) which are necessary to define the services that
are offered. The services offered must ensure that public requirements,
laws and regulations will be fulfilled. This requires knowledge about the
requirements or possibly interaction with public authorities to clarify
conditions related to the actual service request.
4. Sell terminal services: includes interaction between Transport Company
and port/terminal resulting in a contract. All information necessary to
agree on/ confirm a contract has to be guaranteed.
2. MIS contributions to the process are:
• Resource Hub (RH): RH contributes in the process showing
available resources in port/terminal (calendar function), supports
scheduling of services, marketing/publishing of services and booking
through the system.
• “General MIS database”: access to standard contracts for port
services
• External information resources :
Regulations Information provides port/terminal with up-to date
information about regulations and laws which port/terminal has to
follow up regarding port services.
• AIS data publishing: supports traffic monitoring and planning with
real time information about status regarding traffic situation which
improves scheduling activities and definition of services
•
3. Information/information exchange included in the process are:
• “Marketing information”
• Schedules
• Contracts
MIS has a great potential to improve interaction between port and terminal in the
marketing and sale process. The main contributions are:
• Web-based distribution of information about services and continuously
updated schedules which are easy accessible for ship company.
• The Resource Hub makes it possible to improve scheduling and allows the
service provider to align its services towards user requirements
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4.4.2.2 Plan Terminal and port service operation
The process diagrams below show As-Is and To-be situation for the process.

Figure 4-7 As-is Plan terminal and port service operation
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Figure 4-8 To-be Plan terminal and port service operation
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Plan Terminal and port service operation- process description
1. Process, actors and interaction:
Port and terminal are the main actors in this process, planning operational activities
according to contract between port/terminal and shipping company. Interaction is
identified between port, terminals and infrastructure providers. In addition the
transport company plays a role in booking. Regulators contribute in the process
delivering premises for activities which have to been taken care of in the planning
process. An execution plan should be the result of the planning process.
1.

2.

3.

Inbound logistics and Outbound logistics are activities considering how to fit
in new services based on the actual/planned traffic situation in port and
resources available at port and terminal. Infrastructure provider plays an
important role delivering input information for planning and resource
allocation (at port/terminal), based on the activity Traffic monitoring and
planning. This includes: planning of the traffic flow in the port and ensuring
that safety aspects are maintained, e.g. to plan how to handle normal and
abnormal traffic situations and extraordinary transport operations, to arrange
for traffic that is in conformance with laws and regulations.( ref. s. 42 A-rap)
Resource allocation: is a key activity in this process which contains
identification and allocation of terminal and port resources needed during a
port stay. Security aspects and needs related to public inspections have to be
taken into consideration in the planning. It must be possible for the
Regulators to execute inspections related to goods inspections e.g. customs
clearance and health inspections. In cases of dangerous goods, safety and
security are issues which have to be planned for in accordance with regulators
requirements and need.
Booking is the process confirming that resources are made available for the
required service based on the resource allocation process. Information about
the goods, the handle instructions is also an input to this activity; which are
prepared by the transport user.

2. MIS contributions to the process are:
• Resource Hub (RH): Resource allocation in port/terminal and booking are
main activities in this process and the RH represents a great potential in
automating these activities. The different parts of RH show available
resources in port/terminal (the calendar function), supporting scheduling of
services and make booking possible through RH.
• Single Window: registering of required information to Regulators/public
authorities using Single Window reduces the needs of registering data/
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information which already exist in the database. Security and safety: ISPS
information need to be a part of the SINGLE WINDOW solution, reducing
the needs to send messages to agents, customs etc.
•

AIS data publishing: supports traffic monitoring and planning with real time
information and is connected to the RH which makes it possible to use real
time information in scheduling.

•

Cargo information: plays a role managing information imported to MIS in
earlier phases of the transport chain, e.g. users handling instructions and
cargo information reported to Regulators related to e.g. export and import
(ref. Single Window). This imply easy access to information relevant for
booking and handling goods in this process and reduce the needs of
registering information which already exist in the database.

3. Information/messages included in the process are:
The Planning phase might include a simple or a more complicated exchange
of information, In the simplest cases the execution plan will be exchanged
one or two times, while in more complex cases it will be exchanged many
times through a set of steps in a defined process. The process of establishing
an execution plan also includes the exchange of instructions like handling
instructions for the goods, as well as detailed information about the
contractual terms and conditions between a Transport User and Transport
Service Provider.
Execution
The Execution phase includes two main processes described in this chapter:
• Port and terminal services operation
• Ship-Port Operation
In the Generic MIS process model Hinterland transport is shown as a process, but is
not described in the report since it is not a prioritized process in the project. Although
the generic model gives room for including activities related to hinterland transport.
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4.4.2.3 Port and terminal service operation
The process diagrams below shows the Port and terminal service operation, the As-is
situation in Figure 4.9 and To-be situation including MIS in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4-9 As-is Port and terminal service operation
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Figure 4-10 To-be Port and terminal service operation
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Port and terminal service operation- description
1.
Process, actor and interaction:
Port and terminal are the main actors in this process. The process is defined
exclusive key activities where extensive interaction between port/ terminal and ship
company occures.These activities are included in port-ship operations. This process
is limited to storage of goods and activitis related to the “storage periode” at
port,.especially ensuring safety and security activities in cases of dangerous goods.
Activities including interaction between actors are:
1.
Customs storage: includes storage until goods are reloaded for further
transportation. If goods are imported the transport user needs a clearance
notification which is made by the Customs in the activity Customs inspection and
clearance when the goods are stored at port.
2.
Monitoring/reporting: of goods status.includes interaction between the
terminal and transport users which are interested to know about status regarding
e.g. damages and temperature (relevant for certain types of cargo)
2.
MIS contributions to the process are:
Reducing needs for registering information/data and possibilities for transport users
to get data directly from MIS when they need it making the information flow faster
(e.g. Regulators do not need to send notifications by mail, registered in MIS ) :
•
Cargo information: already includes information about cargo registered
earlier in the transport chain (including conditions related to safety and security)
which imply reduced needs for data registering
•
Single Window: customs inspection and clearance directly connected to
SW, clearance notification registered in the SW and made accessible for Transport
user in MIS
•
“Sensors” for monitoring goods: It is possible to connect different sensors
to MIS for monitoring e.g. temperature, humidity
3.
-

Information/messages included in the process are:
Clearance notification, e-message
Goods status message

4.4.3 Ship-port operation
Ship- Port Operation includes processes in the interface between port operation and
ship operation and is especially relevant when it comes to interaction between roles
and actors. Ship- port operation is illustrated in the figure below, containing port and
terminal activities related to ship arrival port, ship in port and ship departure. These
three processes are described separately.
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Figure 4-11 Ship-Port Operation containing port and terminal activities related to
ship arrival port, ship in port and ship departure.
4.4.3.1 Arrival
The two process diagrams below shows Arrival to port: the As-is and To-be situation
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Figure 4-12 As-is Arrival
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Figure 4-13To-be Arrival
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Arrival - description

1. Process, actor and interaction:
Port, terminal, ship and regulators are the main actors in this process. Activities
including interaction and/or information exchange between the actor groups are:
1. Receive prearrival notice: Regulators, ports and terminals receive
prearrival notices from vessels. Ports and terminals need information
about vessels arrival to plan/prepare terminal/port services according to
contract. The ship managers are responsible for the reporting (notice),
but this activity is often delegated to agents. The prearrival notice
includes information about: arrival time, dangerous goods, waste, ballast
water, bulk and what to load/unload. The regulators require prearrival
notifications for information about arrival time, cargo and crew
2. Receive arrival notice: The arrival notices constitute a confirmation of
the prearrival notice and any corrections/ changes that must be taken into
account by port and terminal actors when planning/excecuting services.
3. Terminal and port services: This activity includes navigation services,
berth services and mooring which are performed by different actors, both
public and private companies.
2MIS contributions to the process are:
MIS reduces the needs for distributing messages, because data registered in MIS
are available for port, terminal and regulators. The needs for registering data are
reduced because data about vessel and cargo are available in MIS (Vessel
information and Cargo information).
• Cargo information: information about cargo registered earlier in the
transport chain are available, which imply reduced needs for data
registering
• Single Window: All messages (prearrival, arrival notice) can be
registered through Single Window which are linked to different external
databases (e.g. Vessel information database, an existing international
database) and provide MIS with data and information about
ships/vessels
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4.4.3.2 In Port
The two process diagrams below shows In Port: the As-is an To-be situation

Figure 4-14 As-is In Port
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Figure 4-15 In port – To-be

In Port – process description
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1.

Process, actors and interaction:
Port/terminal and ship are main actors in this process including the main activities resource
allocation, cargo handling services and terminal services. Resource allocation The
activities include extensive interaction between Interaction Handling and terminal services
are performed in interaction with ship crew. As mentioned these activities needs input
information and requires reporting information toRegulators and Transport user.
1.

2.

3.

Resource allocation: contains management of resources and to follow up changes
and deviations related to actual plan. In case of changes this activity may assume
extensive interaction between terminal/port actors to reallocate resources and
coordinate activities.
Cargo Handling Services includes unloading and loading of cargo and interaction
between terminal and ship. Crane operations are main services in these activities.
Based on this activity the transport user needs to get a report/tracking informing
about the cargo status.This information is often given to the user by agents based
on information from the ship and terminal.
Terminal Services includes several services as bunkering, water supply, waste
collection, food delivery. These services have to be coordinated which often
require interaction between different companies.
Both Cargo Handeling Services and Terminal Services generate information that
must be reported to Regulators to be stored as statistical data.

2. MIS contributions to the process are:
MIS gives easy access to information about the cargo, improved possibilities to follow up
resource allocation in port and reports to transport user based on data in cargo information
database.
•
Cargo information: already includes information about cargo and cargo handling, e.g.
how to handle the cargo including dangerous goods

•

Resource Hub: Supports the managing and allocation/reallocation of
resources and booking/rebooking. RH supports/coordinates the
information flow between all services and actors involved in the port
and terminal operations.

3. Information/messages included in the process are:
• Statistical data to Regulators
• Report/Tracking to Transport users
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4.4.3.3 Departure

Figure 4-16As- is: Departure
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Figure 4-17 To-be: Departure
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Departure- process decription
1. Process, actors and interaction:
Port/terminal and ship are the main actors in this process, where vessel sails away from port.
Key activities including interaction are
1. Receive pre-departure notice: Regulators, ports and terminals receive predeparture
notices from vessels. Ports and terminals need information about vessels departure
to plan/prepare terminal/port services according to contract. The ship managers are
responsible for the reporting (notice), but this activity is often delegated to agents.
The departure notice includes information about i.e. departure time, dangerous
goods, bulk. The regulators require pre-departure notifications for information
about departure time, cargo and crew
2. Receive departure notice: The departure notice constitutes a confirmation of the
pre departure notice and any corrections/ changes that must be taken into account
by port and terminal actors when planning/executing services.
3. Terminal and port services include i.e. navigation services, and mooring services.
Infrastructure providers monitor and control actual departure.
2 MIS contributions:
MIS provides easy access to information about departure for all actor groups involved in the
transport chain. Information/messages are available through SW, which allow actors to get
the information whenever needed. SW eliminates the needs for sending messages and reduces
the work load related to this process. Main contribution:
• Single Window: Necessary information about departure (predeparture and
departure notice) can be registered through SW. SW provide already registered
information (about ship/vessel/cargo) which are required in this process.
3 Information/messages included in the process are:
• Predeparture notice
• Departure notice.

4.4.3.4 Hinterland transport
This process includes transportation by other transport modes (rail, road, and plane),
but is not described as it is not a prioritized part of MIS. Nevertheless, it is possible to
extend MISto include other transport modes.
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4.4.3.5 Completion Port and Ship Operations
The completion phase includes processes for invoice and payment and proofs of
delivery. These processes are quite similar independent of actors and are represented
in common process diagrams for Port and Ship Operations named: Invoice and
payment, Deviation and Claims. The processes are not emphasised as part of MIS and
are not focused in detail. Still it should be possible to link some transaction services to
MIS, especially related to MIS components (e.g. The resource Hub).
4.4.3.6 Invoice and payment
This includes handling of invoices and various payments, but are limited to
transactions directly related to MIS and not operations handled in the organizations
own economic systems.
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Figure 4-18 As-is Invoice and Payment
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Figure 4-19 To-be Invoice and Payment
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4.4.3.7 Deviations and claims
Claims are input from clients who are not happy with the service provided. This is not
an important part of MIS, but MIS should give the opportunity to register:
• Available insurances. This needs to be in order to transport passengers or
cargo.
• Claims conclusions which constitute the results of the process of handling the
claims from clients
4.4.4 Ship Operation
4.4.4.1 Ship marketing and sales
The process diagrams below shows the Ship marketing and sales process reflecting
the situation today (As-is) in Figure 4-20 and including MIS (To-be) in Figure 4-21.

Figure 4-20 As-is Ship marketing and sales
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Figure 4-21 To-be Ship marketing and sales
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Ship marketing and sales - process description
1. Process, actors and interaction:
This process can be compared with the Port marketing and sale process including almost the
same activities, but involving other actors. The Transport Service provider (ship) interacting
with the Transport user is the main focus in this process including the following activities:
1. Service scheduling is based on the transport companies strategies and plans and
identified needs among potential transport users. The activity has to be coordinated
with destination ports and necessary port and terminal services. The result of the
process constitute input to point 2:
2. Publish transport service information includes essential information to transport
user/customer about the services that can be offered by the transport company, related
to type of cargo, routes/schedules, transportation options, destination ports, loading
procedures and contacts.
3. Define transport service: includes interaction between Transport Company and user
to define the transport service. This is based on input from transport user which are
necessary to define the services offered. Cargo details are key information and get
cargo details is defined as a sub-process presented in figure 4-21.
4. Sell transport service includes interaction between transport company and transport
user resulting in a contract. All information necessary to agree on/ confirm a contract
has to be guaranteed. Transport Service Description is a detailed description of
the service used in a transport which is important for the transport user
2. MIS contributions to the process are:
The To-be process diagram shows that almost all activities are supported by MIS, providing
information and information exchange/sharing between transport company and transport user.
• Transport information hub (TIH): provides information about vessels,
transport services available, including possibilities for marketing/publishing of
services and booking through the system (Short Sea Shipping System is
proposed as a resource utilized for MIS). The main contribution is easy access
to booking functions and making the services more visible for transport users.
3. Information/messages included in the process are:
• Contracts- standard contracts to be available in MIS
E.g. content of Bill of lading: Content of bill of lading: name of the shipping
4.4.4.1.1 Get Cargo
details
company,
flag of nationality; shipper’s name; order and notify party;
description of goods; gross/net/tare weight; freight rate/measurements and
weight of goods/total freight,
Transport Service Description
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Figure 4-22 As-is: Get cargo details
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Figure 4-23 To-be: Get cargo details
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Get cargo details- process description
• Process, actors and interaction:
This is a process based on interaction between transport company and transport user to clarify
the service related to the actual cargo and how to handle it. Activities including
interaction/information exchange are:
1. Get handling instructions: The transport user have to provide handling instructions
constituting instructions on how the cargo should be handled avoiding damages to the
goods, e.g. a handbook on how cars should be handled which have to be used by several
actors in the transport chain. In addition the ship need to know about laws and regulations
about handling special types of cargo, e.g. dangerous goods.
2.

Get cargo details: The transport user have to provide all relevant information about the
cargo to the transport company as a basis for the contract between the transport user and
transport compan. This is data necessary to prepare The bill of lading and the Waybill.

3. Booking . is the process confirming that resources are made available for the required
service based on the interaction between transport user and transport company.
• MIS contributions to the process are:
The To-be process diagram shows that MIS contributes to all activities supporting registering,
sharing and exchange of information relevant to the process. This implies reduced needs for
registering in later phases of the transport chain. MIS also provides easy access to relevant
public Laws and regulations.
•
•

•
.

Cargo information: registering of and providing information as handling
instructions and cargo details.
MIS also contribute to easy access to booking functions and making the
services more visible to Transport users.

Information/messages included in the process are:
• Contracts- standard contracts to be available in MIS
• Handling instructions
• Information about cargo details
• Booking information
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4.4.4.2 Planning
The planning phase includes three main processes which are described in this chapter:
4.4.4.2.1 Plan loading ship

Figure 4-24 As-is
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4-25 To-be Plan loading ship
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Plan loading ship – process description
1. Process, actors and interaction:
Transport company and port/ terminal are the main actors in this process where
interactions are related to the activities:
1. Equipment management: including planning of equipments which have to be
used in the loading process. This requires interaction between the ship and
port to clarify which equipments are available within a timeframe.
2. Collection plan: includes planning of how and when cargo should be
collected and presume interaction between other transport services to
coordinate in accordance with the transport users transport chain planning.
Delivery plan: includes the same activities as collection planning but for the
delivery of the cargo.
2 MIS contributions to the process are:
•

Resource Hub (RH): Gives status on equipment available in
port/terminal for planning of unloading and loading of cargo.

•

Transport information hub: the collection and delivery plan for the
cargo can be registered in the TIH and made accessible for the actors
involved in this process and other relevant processes which needs
information about collection and delivery of the goods

4. Information/messages included in the process are:
• collection plan
• delivery plan

4.4.4.3 Execution
The execution phase includes three main processes shown in figure 4-26, Sailing,
Border crossing and Port call.
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Figure 4-26 Ship Operation, Execution phase

4.4.4.3.1 Sailing
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Figure 4-27 As-is Sailing
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Figure 4-28To-be sailing
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Sailing – process description
1Process, actors and interaction:
Relevant activities due to interaction in the sailing process are :
1. Goods monitoring: where transport companies may give information to
transport user about goods status if possible.
2. AIS, LRIT: are information given from sensors about position which are
relevant for the transport infrastructure providers in activities for controlling
and monitoring the ship traffic.
2. MIS contributions to the process are:
• Cargo information: Monitoring can be connected to external Cargo
info database (CID) and status about the goods may be made
accessible through MIS.
•

AIS, LRIT: Information from sensors is made accessible through
MIS.

3. Information/messages included in the process are:
• cargo status
• ship position

4.4.4.3.2 Border Crossing
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Figure 4-29 As-is border crossing

4-30 To-be Border Crossing
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Border Crossing – process description
1Process, actors and interaction:
Relevant activities due to interaction in the Border crossing process are :
1. Ship reporting: including reporting about vessel information to public
authorities in accordance with international and regional laws and
regulations. The transport company needs to know the laws and regulations
that are valid for different geographical areas, which may be a challenge.
2. Cargo reporting: includes reporting of cargo information to public
authorities according with international/regional laws and regulations. As
for ship reporting, the transport company needs to know the valid
regulations and laws
2. MIS contributions to the process are:
• Single Window: Makes reporting easier, by registering information
and documents with a single entry point to fulfill import, export, and
transit-related regulatory requirements. When information is
electronic the information should only be submitted once.
•

The information should be available as vessel information (in the
common vessel database) and cargo information (in the common
cargo information database) and accessible through MIS for relevant
parties.

3. Information/messages included in the process are:
• cargo report
• ship report
4.4.4.3.3 Port Call

Figure 4-31
This process is included in Ship- Port operation in chapter 5.2.2.2
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4.4.5 Goods Operation
4.4.5.1 Planning
4.4.5.1.1 Goods transport user planning

Figure 4-32shows that the process transport user planning can be compared with
the process defined as Ship marketing and sale
Goods transport user planning is a process including significantly interaction between
Transport user and Transport service provider. The process is included in the Ship
marketing and sale process. The process Define transport services is described below.

Figure 4-33 As-is Prepare and define transport service
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Figure 4-34 To-be: Prepare and define transport service
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1Process, actors and interaction:
The Transport users and Regulators are the main roles in this process related to the
activities:
1. Prepare customs and other import/export documents: which
require knowledge about public laws and regulations at
national and international level, which have to be given by
Regulators.
2. Prepare special handling requirements: require information
and knowledge about regulations and laws in different
countries e.g. how to handle dangerous goods(given by
Regulators)
3. Environmental requirements: the Transport user needs to
know about public laws and regulations related to relevant
environmental issues and have to prepare to fulfill the
requirements.
4. Safety and security requirements: the Transport user needs to
know about public laws and regulations related to relevant
safety and security issues.
2. MIS contributions to the process are:
o Single Window: Makes reporting easier, by registering
information and documents with a single entry point
to fulfill import, export, and transit-related regulatory
requirements and other requirements related to
environment, safety and security.
o The information should be available as Regulations
information and partly as cargo information (in the
common cargo information database) and accessible
through MIS for relevant parties.
5. Information/messages included in the process are:
• import and export documents
• documents related to environment, safety and security

Excecution
4.4.5.1.2 Monitor transport
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Figure 4-35 As-is Monitor transport
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Figure 4-36 To be Monitor transport
Monitor transport- process description:
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1Process, actors and interaction:
The Transport service provider and Transport user are the main roles in this
process related to the activities:
1. Monitor cargo handling and status: is based on information
from the transport service provider
2. Monitor delivery progress: is based on information from
transport service provider
3. Handle deviations: is an activity requiring interaction
between the transport user and service provider, which may
include both information exchange and discussions between
the users and service providers.
4. Commercial operations: are operations done by the transport
user that are important for the transport provider to know
about, e.g. new owner of the cargo.
5. Follow up authorities: includes that Transport users are
responsible to report to the Authorities in accordance with
laws and regulations and reporting about changes and
deviations relevant for the authorities.
2. MIS contributions to the process are:
o Cargo information: Monitoring of cargo can be
registered with a single entry point and made easy
accessible for the transport user and Transport
provider.
3. Information/messages included in the process are:
• status reports
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4.4.6 Completion

Figure 4-37
Invoice and payments, ref 4.4.3.6
MIS only includes a function when it comes to payment related directly to MIS
services e.g. using Resource Hub services. MIS may have some functions connected
to sale of services and can provide links to banking and accounting services outside of
MIS. Main contribution is therefore connections to accounting systems outside MIS
Deviations and Claims ref 4.4.3.7

5. Task B-4 New processes and Services
5.1 Interaction Infrastructure
5.1.1 Interaction in an overall perspective
To sum up different aspects related to MIS and opportunities for improved interaction
within maritime transportation the Interaction Infrastructure framework (ref 2) is used
at the different levels. The table below sum up different contextual conditions (level
1) related to maritime transportation and MIS supporting the understanding of how to
improve interaction in practice.
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Content of Interaction Infrastructure
The driving force- what are the policy
objectives to be supported?

What are the expected improvements

What is to be included in the interaction
(cooperation) e.g. which processes to
support
Who is responsible for the initiative and
on which mandate?
Who should be responsible for the
initiative in the next phase?

Players involved

Which business rules should be applied

Framework conditions

Applied on MIS
Establishing and implementing a shared
vision of improved interaction enabled
by MIS and a single window approach.
This includes all domains/players in the
maritime transportation; port-, terminaland ship services, public authorities and
goods owners.
Improved interaction, new services, less
administration and needs for reporting,
increased quality of reports to public
authorities, improved coordination and
utilization of resources, improved
services to customers.
Processes in all phases of Port and
terminal operations, Goods operations
and Maritime operations where
interactions with other players are
relevant.
Norsk Havneforening is responsible for
the initiative.
It is recommended that public authorities
have a key role as responsible for the
initiative in the implementation phase
based on work shops and research
literature.
Several actors in the maritime industry:
public authorities, ship-owners, ports and
terminals, goods owners and researchers
within the maritime industry
Agreements on partnership roles (e.g.
who is responsible for providing the
information, time limits, accuracy).
Agreement on a business model (cost and
revenue distribution)
Changed requirements for reporting and
new common standards.
Rights and duties, access rules
Security rules for ensuring
confidentiality, integrity and authenticy.

System architecture and standards

Focus is on the interfaces between
existing systems, databases and sensors
using the Single Window concept to
make information “flow” between
systems
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Table 5-1 Applying the Interaction Infrastructure on MIS on Contextual level
In addition surveys and workshops have pointed on several challenges related to MIS
and ownership is seen as a main challenge. Research results (Gustaffson 2007) shows
the same and points to the need for strong leadership related to
o strong ownership in different phases of the project
o legislations role
o turning policy into action
Research show that there is often a gap between the formulation of policy for
information exchange and the technical aspects of realizing this exchange, which is
considered as a reason for slow progress in realizing transparency. (Gustaffsons 2007)
5.1.2 The protocol level and the interaction matrix
Mapping and analyses of operations and business processes constitute the protocol
level as described in chapter 4. The Generic MIS Process model may contribute to
defining a shared view of the basic business processes in maritime transportation and
definitions of information elements and attributes. Possibly it can contribute to a
mutual agreed way of running business processes and a roadmap for improving
information sharing.
Based on the process analysis an interaction matrix is developed to show an overview
of interactions related to the identified business processes. This matrix is shown in
appendix.
The interaction matrix is further developed to a collaboration matrix which is part of
MIS and a tool for improved collaboration between organizational boundaries. The
collaboration matrixes identify/define different services and interaction needed to
perform the service. A service includes resources defined as: crew, equipment and
hours.
5.1.3 Integrated practice and MTO
MIS contributes to improve operations and processes due to increased opportunities to
collaborating, sharing and integrating information across professional, organizational
and geographical boundaries. The figure below illustrates what is called ” integrated
practice” which means that different roles/ organizations and their operations are
more integrated and coordinated through improved interaction and information
exchange facilitated by MIS.
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Port

Agent
Shipowners

Other actors
Authorities

Figure 5-1 MIS will contribute to integration between actors and developing “an
integrated practice”. The MTO perspective is crucial when it comes to
implementing MIS.
The MTO perspective emphasize that successfully implementation of MIS depends on
conditions related to human, technology and organization. These conditions are
described below:
Technology-conditions:
MIS add opportunities to:
• Obtaining real time information based on connections to systems for
monitoring operational contexts (which is especially important when it comes
to short-time planning)
• Improving information sharing, processing and aggregation of data increasing
transparency
• Visualising information in new ways and sharing common information
surfaces across time and space
• Communicating and collaborating across organisational, professional and
geographical boundaries, which make it possible to utilise, combine and
integrate relevant information.
• Common work space, common data/info to negotiate around, a common
channel for registering and presentation of information, increased
opportunities to develop closer connections between actors, a source for
learning across organizations
Human conditions:
Zuboff (1985) argue that modern information technology increases the ability to
record, store, analyze, and transmit information in ways that permit greater flexibility,
timeliness, and overcoming of distance barriers. On the other hand, ICT does not
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enhance participants’ ability to interpret and to create shared meaning from the
information received (Santos, 2001). These social “sense making” functions thereby
become all the more critical. This implies that the human dimension has to be focused
when implementing MIS, focusing on:
- Competence in using MIS
- Attitude when it comes to use MIS and improved interaction
Organizational conditions
Organizational conditions influence work and performance. Related to
implementation of MIS to improving interaction and developing more efficient work
processes the following conditions seem to be important:
- Ownership and trust
- Leadership focus and engagement
- Roles, routines and responsibilities related to MIS
- Organizational competence, learning and training
Cross-organizational conditions
One main objective regarding MIS is to improve interaction and collaboration across
organizations. Experiences from projects and research have shown that this is
challenging. The following conditions seem to be of importance related to
implementation of MIS on a cross-organizational level:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy for interaction and strong leadership
Building a shared understanding of why and how to improve interaction
Rules and regulations for how to use MIS and how information should be
treated
Agree on common processes, procedures, routines and standards across
organizations (and nations)
Ownership to the system
Culture and trust related to cooperation across organizations

5.2 New services and improved processes including MTOchallenges
New services and some improved processes are described below based on
identification of new possibilities for interaction related to MIS.
5.2.1 Web- based Marketing and sale
For many transport service providers’ web-based marketing and sale represents new
services for the transport users including:
- Web-based presentation of services to customers
- A common workspace for online reservation/booking
- Standardized contracts accessible on the net
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This service makes interaction between users and providers easier. User get easy
access to updated information whenever he wants and it may be possible for him to
consider several alternative services resulting in better and faster decisions.
Web based marketing may also facilitate marketing of common services across
organizational/geographical boundaries. This supports cooperation between
organizations on different levels (local, regional, national). A common Resource hub
makes it simpler to allocate and coordinate resources across organizations.
Marketing also includes Market analysis. This activity is not included in the MISprocess diagrams. Still MIS can contribute to this activity providing information from
a number of information sources connected to MIS. This information is typically
commercially oriented and is an assessment of the market
MTO challenges related to web-based marketing and sales are:
• Skills and attitudes using web-based services (among service
providers and users)
• Necessary access to web (service provider & user)
• Implementing of new procedures/routines regarding on-line
booking and contracts
• Confidence and trust regarding MIS and its functionality among the
users
5.2.2 Integration and automation of planning
To make the planning process faster and better it is vital to improve the information
sharing between different actors in the process which is facilitated by MIS The
planning process will be supported by tools able to process and integrate data from
multiple sources which constitute input to plans. MIS will contribute to develop an
integrated planning processes including:
o use of the MIS-Resource Hub which support improved scheduling due
to easy access to updated/real time information about available
resources across organization ( at local, regional and national level)
o new planning routines based on the possibilities related to the Resource
hub. Improved information sharing and standardization of planning
processes makes it easier to utilize resources more efficient and to
coordinate operations/processes across organizations.
The opportunities presented by MIS allows for integrated planning and plans across
organizational domains and across temporal horizons, as well as providing real-time
information in ad hoc situations. Planning is to a large degree influenced by
changes/corrective tasks and unplanned events changing the original schedules. The
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ability to continuously reschedule plans in order to accommodate the changing needs
of the total asset is an essential element of the quality of plans and to effectively
organizing the execution. The continuous coordination of activities and resources will
as a result be performed with higher quality and better utilization of resources
The figure below illustrates how MIS supports automation of planning in
ports/terminals where the Resource Hub constitute a powerful tool to make
scheduling and booking more efficient processes. In the future situation it is not
necessary to contact the resource owners. The Resource Hub provides status on
available resources and support booking of resources. This assumes that the resource
owners continuously monitor and registers the availability of resources.

Contacting each
resource owner

Call and check
Available resources

Confirm
Cansellation

From present to future?
MIS

2

-

Figure 5-2 Automation of planning. From present work situation to new
work processes supported by MIS-

MTO challenges related to integration and automation of planning are:
• A shared understanding of how planning can be improved
• Skills and attitudes using MIS and the Resource hub
• Implementation of new procedures and routines
• Confidence and trust to MIS and its functionality among the users
• Collaboration between organizations
5.2.3 New reporting routines
New reporting routines constitute a huge potential for improved efficiency. The
Single Window concept used for both private and public information
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sharing/reporting will reduce time spent on registering of data, increase the quality of
information and increase the transparency.
MTO challenges related to implementing new reporting routines are:
• implementation of standardized documents
• juridical/legal aspects related to responsibilities
• implementation of new reporting routines
• trust regarding transparency, security and confidentiality
5.2.4 New possibilities for monitoring, tracking and tracing
MIS contributes to improve possibilities for sharing information related to
monitoring, tracking and tracing of goods, vessels and port/terminal operations, by
making information from sensors and monitoring systems available in MIS. Real time
information about vessels/goods position contributes to better planning and
coordination in ports and terminals. For customers, updated information about the
goods represents an extra service.

5.2.5 Summing up
Table 5.2 shows an overview of how MIS can contribute to new services and
improved processes based on improved interaction/information exchange. MTO
challenges show conditions which have to be focused to obtain implementing MIS
successfully.

Process
Marketing
and sale

MIS – contribution to new/improved processes
New/improved processes
Improved interaction
MTO-challenges
Easy access to correct and
Skills and attitudes using web-based
Web-based marketing and
presentation of services
updated information about
services (service provider & user)
services.
Necessary access to web (service
provider & user)
Simplified procedures for
On-line reservation/ booking
booking, independent of
time/working hours
Implementing new
On-line contracting
procedures/routines regarding onFaster response about
line “contracting”
available services/capacity
Confidence and trust to MIS and its
functionality among the users

Planning

Integration and automation

Improved access to
information across
organizational boundaries
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A shared understanding of how
planning can be improved

Extended possibilities to
combine and integrate
information faster in
scheduling work
Improved reporting routines

Execution

Access to real-time
information.

Reporting of same
information just once(SW)

Skills and attitudes using MIS and the
Resource hub
Implementation of new procedures
and routines
Confidence and trust to MIS and its
functionality among the users
Collaboration between organizations
Implementation of standardized
documents

Improved reporting routines

Juridical/legal aspects related to
responsibilities
Implementation of new reporting
routines
Trust regarding transparency, security
and confidentiality
Monitoring, tracking and
tracing

Improved organization and
acceleration of the operations
Improved resource allocation
Completion

Table 5-2 MIS contributing to new services and improved processes
Table 5-3 sums up main challenges based on the MTO dimensions also including the
challenges identified at the overall/contextual level presented in 5.1.1.
MTO-dimension
Organization/Cross
organization

Conditions/challenges
Policy/strategy for improved interaction and a driving force/ strong leadership
Common understanding of needs for interaction
Ownership to the system in all phases of implementation
Trust, related to security and confidentiality
Culture and attitude
Juridical/legal aspects related to responsibilities
Agree on formats on information provided – standardization
Implementation of standardized processes

Technology

Internet and wireless network to users
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Systems reliability
Standardization of information; messages and formats
Understanding of the needs for improved interaction and how to interact
Attitude and competence regarding use of MIS

Man

Table 5-3 Main MTO challenges related to implementation of MIS
Table 5-4 shows possible benefits for the maritime sector related to implementation of
MIS
Dimension
Technology

Possible consequences of MIS (direct/indirect)
• Single Window for information exchange
• Access to external databases for: ship/vessel information, cargo
information, regulations and laws
• Access to real time data for position monitoring (ASI), condition
monitoring, traffic status
• Possible to combine/integrate data in new ways.
• Possible to visualize information in new based on actors needs

Work
Processes

Marketing and sale:
• Web based marketing and sales processes (RH)
Planning
• Integrated planning
• Planning and scheduling based on real time information
• Improved opportunities regarding intermodal planning
• Improved utilization of resources (RH)
• Automation of planning
Execution
• Easy access to information and tools
• Reduced numbers of messages and reports
• Improved interaction between different actors in the value chain
• A common collaboration platform and common work processes in
the interface between roles/actors
• Improved monitoring of goods and vessel

Organizations

Human

• Standardization of procedures and processes across borders:
organizations, nations
• New cooperation structures across organisations on local, regional,
and national level
• Change of culture toward increased collaboration between
organizations
• Increased access to common information and possibilities for
learning and shared understanding of the way business is done.
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• Improved work processes and reduced needs for reporting
Table 5-4 Possible benefits related to MIS
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6. Example Scenarios
6.1 Marketing and sale of ship transport
A transport user wants to transport goods between to locations.
First, the transport needs must be defined. This may include the intended end points of
the transport, requirements to delivery time, the physical properties (e.g. mass,
volume) of the goods, requirements to the transport (e.g. refrigerated storage, special
handling requirements) and so on.
The transport user then has to find transport services that fulfill the needs for the
transport. Likewise, transport service providers must find goods to transport. Contact
between the user and service provider has to be established. When contact between
the user and service provider is established, the details of the transport is agreed upon,
and a contract on the transport is made.
A transport information hub system may be a system for publishing the transport
users’ needs for transport and the transport service providers’ vessel capacity and
capabilities and schedules. Such a system may function as a marketplace for buying
and selling transport services. The system can be linked to systems for vessel
information and systems for cargo information.
6.2 Port call with unloading and loading
A ship plans to go to a port. At the port, part of the carried cargo shall be unloaded,
and new cargo shall be loaded onto the ship.
The ship has to send messages for port arrival. This may include information to
customs authorities and immigration authorities, security information and so on.
Services in the port have to be booked. This may include using a berth, tugs or pilots
for navigating in the harbour, crew for mooring and cargo handling, trucks or cranes
for cargo handling and so on.
In the port, the actual services are executed. The transport user may want reports on
the handling of the cargo (especially in case of handling deviations), tracking
information and status of the goods. Part of this information may be automatically
generated with sensors. Before departing the port, departure messages has to be sent.
Port services may also be used for departure (e.g. tug service).
The proposed Single Window system for ship reporting will streamline the necessary
messaging from the ship, minimizing the need for information sent from the ship. The
system will generate the necessary messages based on the information sent from the
ship and information stored in MIS systems (e.g. vessel information systems, cargo
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information systems, crew information systems), and dispatch the messages to
relevant parties.
The proposed Resource Hub system will be a marketplace and management system
for resources and services in the port.
AIS information can be used for traffic management in and around the harbour area,
and can also be used for more accurate estimates of arrival times and thus the times
when port services are needed.
A cargo information system may be used for information needed for manifests,
customs, tracking and monitoring of cargo.
Information systems may also be used for automatic generation of statistical data for
the port.
6.3 Information flow and needs
An example of information flows and needs is shown in the figure below.

The layers in the figure show the main recipients of the information (top layers), some
of the proposed MIS systems (light blue), the processes triggering the information
exchange (as seen from the vessel’s viewpoint), and more static information for the
cargo and the vessel. The time flow goes from left to right, and is shown in the
processes in the middle layer.
The vessel information is fairly static during most of the voyage; there is little change
for the actual vessel (with the exception of information related to the vessel’s
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movement). The cargo information follows the cargo, and the cargo information
associated with the vessel is therefore changed when the cargo is changed.
During arrival, cargo and vessel information is reported to authorities; the MIS Single
Window system handles the collection of reports and data, and dispatches the required
reports to the relevant authorities.
In the port, the vessel needs to use port services, these services will again need vessel
and cargo information to be executed properly. This is done through the MIS
Resource Hub system. Seen from the vessel’s perspective, the cargo information is
changed when the cargo is changed (likewise, from the cargo perspective, the
information on the cargo is mostly static while the carrier is changed when the cargo
is loaded or unloaded).
When leaving the port, new messages must be sent, the Single Window system will
dispatch reports to the right recipients. During ship movement, vessel information
may be input to traffic management systems.
Some reports also have to be submitted during sailing, e.g. when crossing national
borders. Again, the Single Window system is meant to facilitate the reporting
procedures.

7. Conclusion
Needs, requirements and challenges
By improving interaction and information exchange, MIS ambition is to improving
work processes and efficiency in maritime transportation. Through workshops and
surveys the needs for MIS have been identified. Expected benefits are:
• reduced needs for reporting
• improved access to information
• improved interaction between actors contributing to improved planning,
operations and service level for customers.
Several requirements to MIS-information are identified among potential users of MIS.
These are mainly related to:
• How to ensure security and confidentiality of information and authorization of
users
• Who should have access to which kind of information
• How to compile information from various sources, put it together and send
statistics to SSB
These requirements have to be further emphasized in the project and implementation
of MIS.
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The survey shows that ownership to MIS is seen as the most important challenge for
implementation of MIS. The implementation phase is not a part of this project, but
the project recommends that both ownership to and responsibilities for managing MIS
have to be clarified during the project period (by end 2011). Relevant research
underlines that ownership in all phases of ICT-projects is critical, and that a need for
strong leadership is important as a driving force in implementing such projects. Public
authorities seem to have a key role in this regard and their role has to be clarified
related to implementation of MIS.
Single Window Concept
MIS builds on Single Window concepts which should cover both private and public
information. Private information is more open to free definition of information
contents than public, which is more regulated by international standards based on
directives and agreements. Private information is commercially based, and
information can be more sensitive than the public information. Systems commonly
described as a Port Community System (PCS) or a Port Single Window (PSW) is
mentioned when the private definition of a Single Window is expressed. Public
information is more strictly regulated, and e.g. in Norway the “ShipRep” system is
considered the National Maritime Single Window.
MIS Process Model for maritime transportation – a means for design and shared
understanding
The project has developed a generic process model of operations in maritime
transportation that visualize processes, interfaces and interactions between different
roles involved in the transportation chain. The model constitutes a basis for
developing MIS system architecture, but a goal is that the model also should function
as means for developing a shared understanding of maritime operations, focusing on
interfaces and interaction between roles and actors. This requires that the model is
presented and distributed to the different actors and used as a common reference when
discussing and designing new procedures and patterns for interaction.
The process diagrams are tools for identifying operations, interactions, responsibilities
between actors and exchange of information, and represent a basis for proposing how
MIS can contribute to improve operations and work processes. Based on the design
of new processes the project will in further work focus on developing an interaction
matrix as a tool for improving interaction in practice.
New services
The project has identified new services and new possibilities for interaction based on
MIS. These are web-based marketing and sale, integration and automation of
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planning, new reporting routines, new possibilities for monitoring, tracking and
tracing. These services are made possible through the following systems which are
part of MIS:
The proposed Resource Hub system will be a marketplace and management system
for resources and services in the port. AIS information can be used for traffic
management in and around the harbour area, and can also be used for more accurate
estimates of arrival times and thus the times when port services are needed.
A transport information hub system may be a system for publishing the transport
users’ needs for transport and the transport service providers’ vessel capacity and
capabilities and schedules. Such a system may function as a marketplace for buying
and selling transport services. The system can be linked to systems for vessel
information and systems for cargo information.
The proposed Single Window system for ship reporting will streamline the necessary
messaging from the ship, minimizing the need for information sent from the ship. The
system will generate the necessary messages based on the information sent from the
ship and information stored in MIS systems (e.g. vessel information systems, cargo
information systems, crew information systems), and dispatch the messages to
relevant parties.
A cargo information system may be used for information needed for manifests,
customs, tracking and monitoring of cargo Information systems may also be used for
automatic generation of statistical data for the port.
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Appendix A - Overview of other work packages in the MIS project
The MIS project has been divided into the following work packages:
A. Identification and organization of MIS users and processes.
B. Processes and interoperability.
C. Technical solutions and system architecture.
D. Message formats and international standards.
E. Environmental calculations in MIS.
F. Basis for a requirements specification for MIS.
Work package A in the project analyzes the groups of roles that are relevant for the
project.ARKTRANS has been used as the leading framework for this work. As far as
possible, the naming and designations for the user groups has been taken from the
actual businesses. There have also been several interviews of the different user
groups, like agents, transporters, authorities, port operators, and terminal owners. The
resulting process maps indicate how the requirements to the MIS are for each of the
actor groups.
Work package C will result in technical solutions and system architectures that will
show how the MIS centre can be realized. The architecture is developed in close
cooperation with SINTEF’s SiSaS, which has the goal of creating a platform for
service-oriented systems based on the Software as a Service-concept and the Internet
of Things philosophy. This platform may function as a basis for the MIS system,
where the focus of the architecture is to offer well-defined services with clear limits
for transport users in stead of an integration of large applications. This will increase
the possibilities of system component reuse in new application areas, and will also
ease the integration with other services that are available, e.g. payment services and
access control to the MIS centre.
Work package D will focus on message formats and international standards. The
intention is to “think large” and possibly create a suggestion to the ISO that describes
the Single Window concept, with the intent of using results from the MIS project in
an ISO work group for the creation of “a Recommendation to a Single Window”.
Work package E will investigate the possibilities of using MIS as a centre for
environmental reporting and calculations for the maritime users.
Work package F will contribute to the specifications of the next generation of port
information systems, which also will be a necessary basis for the requirements
specification for the information centre. Mobility, integrity, security and
environmental requirements are topics that should be investigated for this purpose.
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Appendix B – Projects relevant for MIS
This Appendix contains a summary of several projects relevant for MIS, focusing on
issues which are of interest for the ongoing works in MIS. In chapter 2.5 table 2 #
shows an overview of the projects which are decribed in more details below,
including:
• A short description of the project (some based on the MIS WP-A report)
• Aspects of the project that is relevant for MIS
• Aspects of the project that diverges from the MIS approach
1.IMO e-Navigation and relevance for MIS
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has described e-Navigation as;
‘the harmonised collection, integration, exchange, presentation and analysis of
maritime information onboard and ashore by electronic means to enhance berth to
berth navigation and related services, for safety and security at sea and protection
of the marine environment’
Source: IMO NAV 53
e-Navigation is intended to meet present and future user needs through harmonization
of marine navigation systems and support of shore services. It is primarily related to
safety management and aids to the nautical operators. e-Navigation is an ongoing
initiative by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) to implement next
generation navigation and safety systems for shipping. The activity in e-Navigation is
coordinated with the e-Maritime initiative of the EU Commission.
As for MIS, e-Navigation will be supporting ship critical information as well as vessel
reporting to shore based sites. Information coming from the AIS-transponders, the
ISPS-documentation, as well as more ship specific information will be of relevance.
e-Navigation
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has described e-Navigation as; ‘the harmonised
collection, integration, exchange, presentation and analysis of maritime information onboard and
ashore by electronic means to enhance berth to berth navigation and related services, for safety and
security at sea and protection of the marine environment’
Missing element or observations to be considered
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The work is progressing as planned, but have met some political uncertainty
The work might be too complex
There are different interests in different segments such as IHO and IALA
IMO FAL does not participate in the work
It seams that S-100 will be used as a new ECDIS standard
It is clear that e-Navigation will aim to include ports and other maritime groups to the concept
The relations between a single window and the e-Navigation concept in still unclear.

2. EU e-Maritime and relevance for MIS
“e-Maritime” stands for online interactions between all the different stakeholders
in the maritime sector:
• The EU E-Maritime initiative embodies a set of policies, strategies and
capabilities facilitating the development of "e-Maritime" in support of an
efficient and sustainable waterborne transport system throughout Europe,
fully integrated within the transport logistic chains
• The results must be defined through measurable economic, social and
environmental benefits
• The applications will focus on improved
o safety, security and environmental performance
o competitiveness
o working conditions
• A virtual network in an electronic environment based on open platform and
standards to ensure interoperability between different maritime-related
applications
• This network should enable administrative and commercial
communications between ships, between ships and shore, including port
communities, administrations, operators, freight forwarders and other
hinterland actors
Source: European Commission, Christos Pipitsoulis
The EU e-Maritime applications will aim at supporting the development of
sustainable transport in Europe through the application of systems based on the latest
information, communication, and surveillance technologies in line with the EU
transport policy objectives
The e-Maritime initiative embraces a set of European capabilities, strategies and
policies facilitating the development of web-based and online interactions between all
the different stakeholders in the maritime sector in support of an efficient and
sustainable waterborne transport system fully integrated in the European transport
system
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The strategic aims are:
o Improving the safety and security of maritime transport services and assets
and environmental protection
o Increase the competitiveness of the EU maritime transport industry
o Supporting competence development and working conditions for seafarers
The objectives in the e-Maritime concept are relevant for the MIS project since the
SafeSeaNet, the e-Navigation concept, and the single window is central in its work. EMaritime is also focusing on the private-public relationship as important. Improved
efficiency, co-modality or door-to-door supply chains, and port operation is also
central elements. Advanced Port Single Window and Port Community systems are
said to be key elements for success within e-Maritime. Finally, promotion of
technology that allows seamless communications across diverse communications
media and protocols is also said to be part of the objective list within the e-Maritime
concept.
e-Maritime
The EU commission is aiming to develop a concept that embodies

a set of policies, strategies
and capabilities facilitating the development of "e-Maritime" in support of an
efficient and sustainable waterborne transport system throughout Europe, fully
integrated within the transport logistic chains
Missing element or observations to be considered
• The work regarding the consolation phase is finalised where the conclusions are not very
clear, but careful optimistic with high degree of support around Europe
• The focus has been on a cost-benefit level, but the broad impression is somewhat uncertain
and it is not very easy to read or understand the benefits
• Within the EU-system a new project called eMar that most likely will be supporting the eMaritime project will start in first quarter of 2011.
• So far we believe that e-Maritime will play a central role in the establishment of a maritime
single window solution.

3. e-Freight and relevance for MIS
The e-Freight project addresses the development, validation and demonstration of
e-freight capabilities to support and strengthen European transport with respect to
competitiveness, improving regulations and promoting sustainability.
Source: [EFreight]
The e-Freight project focuses on the following:
1) The project will enable transport users (shippers, freight forwarders, etc) to identify
and use simple or combined transport services. This is dependent on transport service
providers publishing their services in a manner that can readily be used by
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independent transport management systems. The e-Freight project will develope a
suitable registry of e-Freight services.
2) To achieve efficient use of the different transport modes on their own and in
combination (co-modality). For this, the e-Freight project will provide transport chain
management solutions assisting transport stakeholders to establish common end-toend transportation processes incorporating regulations compliance and ‘intelligent’
monitoring and control.
3) A prerequisite for the development of a European network of integrated transport
chains, linking road, rail and waterborne resources in an optimum way is the
simplification and harmonisation of regulatory requirements across modes and EU
States. For this, the project will investigate solutions for the Single Transport
Document (STD) that can be generated in the transport planning process and
communicated to all involved parties regardless of mode.
4) Further, Next Generation Single Windows will be developed for cargo and traffic
monitoring irrespectively of mode and integration with SafeSeaNet (SSN) and eCustoms to support cooperation between administrations in security, safety and
environmental risk management.
e-Freight and Relevance for MIS
e-Freight is relevant for MIS in that the framework can be used as a meta model for how to integrate
third party systems into a Single Window environment with regard to both business processes and
information models.
The e-Freight work on Single Window solutions for multi-modal transport is directly relevant for MIS
since a Single Window architecture forms the basis for the MIS solution.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• e-Freight has focus on regulatory processes and information, while MIS also takes into
consideration the business aspects of logistics.
• E-Freight has multi-modal focus, while MIS is focused on the maritime domain.
• The E-Freight project started in 2010, and only part of the results are currently available.

4. e-Customs and relevance for MIS
The Commission will propose that the new rules should enter into force in 2010.
The Commission considers that amending the Regulation laying down provisions
for the implementation of the Community Customs Code is an expedient way to
realise one of the main goals of the European maritime transport space without
barriers, namely significantly reducing the administrative burden imposed to
intra-Community maritime transport, without inducing adverse effects on other
categories of sea transport carrying third-country goods. This will add to the
benefits expected from the Modernised Customs Code and e-Customs in terms of
reduction of administrative burden for transport.
Source: COM(2009) 10 final
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From the COM(2009) 10 final document we have quoted following sentences that
also support the MIS work:
Stakeholders considered the administrative procedures for maritime transport
to be too often unnecessarily complex, redundant and not harmonised between
Member States or ports. Operations for incoming and outgoing vessels to/from
ports are slowed down, generating higher costs, and loading and unloading
operations tend to be delayed.
Indeed, sea ports in the Community are part of the EU’s external border and a
ship calling in these ports is faced with a range of administrative procedures on
arrival and departure, comprising a wide set of EU and international
legislation, ranging from customs and tax rules, to border control rules, trade,
statistics, environment and waste, plant-health, veterinary and health
protection, transport and security and safety regulations (see the list in Annex A
of the impact assessment report). Such regulations are not always properly
coordinated, leading on occasion to delays, overlaps and excessive
administrative costs.
Port authorities or customs may not allow loading/unloading operations to start
until the ship reporting formalities have been completed. The closing times of
Customs offices in some ports cause delays in processing information.
The stakeholders reported problems with divergent practices, depending on the
organisation of the operator in the port of loading. For instance, in some
Member States certain customs documents have to be given in original to a
customs office, which might be located far away from the quay, and opening
times or the location of customs offices may cause logistical problems. In some
ports, unloading of a ship can start only after all documentary formalities have
been completed, which can take up to half a day.
Apart from these issues, there are other administrative bottlenecks which the
Communication seeks to address:
• The transport of dangerous goods is restricted, costly and complicated at sea
due to the overlap between bodies of technical legislation, and often sea
transport is not an option and goods are transferred by land.
• Language difficulties are another major bottleneck as some authorities in ports
refuse ship manifests and certificates in languages other than their own.
• Pilotage services can be a serious problem. Vessels on SSS runs call regularly
at the same ports, and their masters are familiar with the physical features.
Nonetheless, in many cases pilot assistance is compulsory. While some
countries do offer a Pilotage Exemption Certificate (PEC), there are often
national requirements that make a PEC difficult to obtain.
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•

Electronic manifests are not universally accepted by all ports in the EU. Only
55% of ports use electronic systems for handling ship and cargo information,
with the use of fax and telephone still common.

• Only a few Member States have a national single window approach. The
linkage between the SafeSeaNet and the port networks is very limited, and data
exchange happens when the national authorities ask for it. The exchange of
electronic messages between ports is practically non-existent.
e-Customs
e-Customs is relevant for MIS due to its focus on Single Window solutions.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• Need linkage to Norwegian customs.

5. ARKTRANS and relevance for MIS
ARKTRANS is the Norwegian multimodal framework for ITS. The whole
transport sector is addressed, and the specifications are valid for all transport
modes (road, sea, rail, and air), as well as freight and passenger transport.
ARKTRANS provides a multimodal (common to all transport modes) specification
of responsibilities, functionality, processes, and information flows in the transport
sector.
In short, ARKTRANS
• Provides a holistic and mode-independent understanding of the responsibilities,
relations and dependencies within the transport sector.
• Defines multimodal terminology and concepts (semantics) for the transport
sector.
• Supports specification and implementation of ITS solutions that are in
compliance with a common and holistic view of the transport sector.
• Supports analyses and simplifications of transport solutions by different
abstraction levels and views.
Source: www.arktrans.no
ARKTRANS is a framework utilized in the MIS project in its studies and
classification work. In ARKTRANS, the reference model shows the overall
decomposition of the transport sector, and specifies the main responsibilities related to
each domain:
• The Transportation Network Management domain arranges for safe, efficient and
environmentally friendly transport. It includes the management of the physical
transportation network infrastructure (e.g. road, railways, fairways and terminal
areas), traffic management (of traffic flows and individual transport means),
regulation enforcement (e.g. customs), and emergency management.
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• The Transport Demand domain represents the transport user, which defines the
transport demands, does transport planning, requests the required transport services,
and follows up the transport.
• The Transport Service Management domain is responsible for providing transport
services to the transport user in the Transport Demand domain. This also includes the
management and execution of the transport operations (e.g. transport,
passenger/goods handling, document handling, etc.).
• The On-board Support and Control domain is responsible for the safe and efficient
operation of the transport means (e.g. navigation and adaption to traffic situation).
• The Transport Sector Support domain provides generic services to the other
domains, (e.g. different types of information services).

Figure 4-Error! Main Document Only. The ARKTRANS Framework
In next chapter we will define a MIS Reference model and highlight which of the
areas those are of interest for the project.
ARKTRANS
ARKTRANS is useful as a reference model, especially when it comes to defining user groups.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• The generalized concepts in ARKTRANS must made specific in the description of MIS.
• ARKTRANS focuses on regulatory processes and information, however, for MIS, handling
Business to Business interaction is equally important.
• ARKTRANS is a multi-modal framework, hince it has to instantiated for the maritime
domain.
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6. ShortSeaXML
ShortSeaXML
ShortSeaXML is a message standard adopted by ‘European ShortSea Network’
(http://www.shortsea.info/) for exchange of data between parties in a short sea
transport chain. Its aim is to reduce administration work and costs and therefore
encourage more freight to transfer from road to short sea shipping.
Source: http://www.shortseaxml.org/
The ShortSeaXML messages is of interest for the MIS project since it utilizes the UN
CEFACT library to build an XML message that can be used to report information
concerning shipping. The following messages from the project must be considered in
the MIS-centre in the future:
o Schedule: For description of short sea schedules and contact details.
o Booking: For booking of port-to-port and door-to-door shipment of
consignments and transport equipment (containers and trailers).
o Manifest: For cargo documentation for loading, unloading, pre/on-carriage and
government reporting.
o Status: For tracking and tracing of cargo transport.
ShortSeaXML
ShortSeaXML is relevant since it defines messages based on the UN CEFACT library. ShortSeaXML
messages are relevant for MIS in the context of message exchange in the Single Window system.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• In addition to messages, MIS also needs a conceptual data model describing ‘things’ in the domain
independent of the context and usage of the information.
• Even though ShortSeaXML is based on UNCEFACT standards, and is used in several
applications, it is only a de facto standard.
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7. Freightwise
The Freightwise project
Freightwise have defined a framework to be used in co-modal transport where both
private and public interests are part of the framework. The project ended up with a
set of four stakeholder groups that are involved in the trade domain. It is about
goods transport, not about vessel reporting or person transport. The project also
ended up with a set of information packages that can be used to exchange
information.
1. Transport users (shippers, freight forwarders, etc) will be able to identify and
use direct or combined transport services most suited for their purpose.
2. Transport service providers in all modes will provide information about their
service offerings and exchange information electronically with all relevant actors
through planning, executing and completing transport operations.
3. Transport infrastructure providers will be able to facilitate the best possible use
of the complete transport infrastructure and support transport users by providing
relevant information about the available transport infrastructure and how to use it.
4. Transport regulators will be able to obtain in the simplest possible way the
required information for monitoring compliance with applicable regulations, and
to exchange information with other authorities for collaboration in security and
environmental risk management.
Defined information packages
These are
• Transport Execution Status
• Transport Operation Status
• Transport Execution Plan
• Transport Service Description
• Transport Network Status
• Goods Item Itinerary
Source: The Freightwise D13.2 document
The information packages defined in Freightwise as well as the list of user groups
involved in trade will be used in the MIS project. The information packages will be
mapped to the “To-Do” studies where we are searching for future solutions regarding
exchange of information. The User groups are part of this delivery. Freightwise is
based on the ARKTRANS architecture and is therefore also aligned with what we are
doing in many of the architecture studies performed currently in Norway.
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FreightWise
FreightWise is relevant for MIS both in that it defines transport processes and transport information
packages.
FreightWise is also relevant in that it forms the basis for several other projects, for instance FINT and
eFreight.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• FreightWise concepts must be instantiated to fit the actual MIS needs.

8. Efforts
Efforts
The EU FP-6 DG Research Integrated Project "Effective Operations in
Ports (EFFORTS)" aims to improve the competitiveness of European port
operations and the quality of the ports labour conditions and market, being a
prominent one in coastal regions.
Three Research areas:
o Navigation in Ports
o Ports and Environment
o Port Organisation
Source : http://www.efforts-project.org/
The aim of Efforts is to provide the methodology and necessary tools to create
interoperability solutions between stakeholders in ports. This is achieved by capturing
and visualising all important relevant port and terminal processes with related
stakeholders. ICT requirements and standards are also concerned that all analyses are
in their conformity. The MIS-project will be using the methodology defined by
Efforts and will as far as possible be using the existing results from the project.
Two results from the EFFORTS project are relevant for MIS, that is, the EFFORTS
Port Process Map, and the methodology described to design, implement and
maintain interoperable port community systems [Zuesongdham], [PortProcessMap]:
a) Port Process Map
EFFORTS provides a set of standard processes for port operation (“Process Map”) as
a starting point to develop interoperable ICT systems for ports. The Process Map
contains four main layers which determine the generality of the process:
 1st Level so-called Process Domain
 2nd Level so-called Meta-Process
 3rd Level so-called Process Cluster
 4th Level so-called Process
This process map has been used in MIS as one of the starting points to check out that
all relevant processes are included in the MIS process model.
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The first level in the EFFORTS process map (the Process Domain Layer) contains a
definition of five areas.
• Marine includes processes associated with navigation and ship operations in
ports. This domain relates to the ship operation processes in MIS.
• Infrastructure and Resources include processes regarding land and water
infrastructure of ports. This domain relates to the port and terminal
processes in MIS.
• Logistics include processes associated with operation among ship, terminal
and cargo/passengers. This domain relates to all processes described in the
MIS process model.
• Interfaces include processes not directly linked to the port operation but
affected or influenced by the processes executed in the port area. This is not
relevant for MIS since the interaction with other stakeholders are covered by
other domains.
• Public Bodies include processes directly related to public entities having
influences on port operations. This domain is relevant for MIS through
stakeholders setting restrictions and requirements on the information flow in
the system.
The MIS process model differs from the EFFORTS process map in that the MIS
process model includes a timeline to cover the different phases in the cooperation
(planning, execution and completion).
The EFFORTS process map is useful for MIS since it can be used to check out
actual processes to handle. However, the EFFORTS process map is only useful at
a high abstraction level since only two processes are described in detail in the
framework, namely the cargo manifest process and berth allocation process.
b) EFFORTS Methodology for development of interoperable Port Community
Systems
The EFFORTS methodology is useful for the MIS project generally since it describes
a way to close the gap between the design phase and the implementation phase of
interoperable port community systems. MIS will be a dynamic system in the sense
that the number of stakeholders and systems that interacts with MIS will increase
during the life cycle of the system. This means that MIS will be even more dynamic
than most ICT systems, and the requirement to handle changes and extensions to the
system, both in the design and implementation is crucial.
EFFORT
Two results from the EFFORTS project are relevant for MIS, that is, the EFFORTS Port Process
Map, and the methodology described to design, implement and maintain interoperable port
community systems
Missing element or observations to be considered
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•
•

The EFFORTS process map contains detailed process models only for two processes (cargo
manifest and berth allocation)
The EFFORTS methodology can be used as a starting point for MIS, however, it must be
refined and further detailed to fit MIS needs, for instance how to integrate various third party
systems in MIS.

9. VITSAR
Virtual Integration of Terminal Services and Resources, a project that is finalised
but is one of the building stones to the MIS-project. The ultimate goal of the
VITSAR project was to extend relevant computer systems in such a way that they
support virtual integration of terminal resources across company borders. It will
then be possible to have new methods of organising and operating a multimodal
terminal. The results was a resource hub solutions that is now taken in to the MIS
project, and a message, the VITSAR-XML message, that have the contents of
information elements that are part of the messages used in shipping and trade.
Source: The VITSAR project
The VITSAR project demonstrated the integration of systems that different user
groups are involved in. The project demonstrated information exchange between the
following Norwegian systems: Gatship, VOSS, ShipRep (Norwegian National Single
Window), Portwin. The xml-message defined will be used as one of the key
messages for further work in the MIS project. We will also use the prototype of the
resource hub in other workpackages in MIS.
VITSAR
VITSAR forms an important input to MIS as a starting point for how to integrate third party systems to
common maritime information system
Missing element or observations to be considered
• Focus on Single Window and a detailed description of integration of third party systems.
• Focus on both public and private information
• Focus on security and access control
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10 HD2008
HD2008, or Havnedata 2008, was a project run by the Norwegian Port association
where the aims were to end up with a technical specification of a port community
system. HD2008 was the first building stone to the MIS-project that have a wider
scope to serve a co-modal transport and not only focus upon port processes and
port single windows.
Source: The requirement report from HD2008
HD2008 provided a starting point for a technical requirement report regarding a port
community system. It described the different technical requirements, system
requirements, architectural requirements, and the operational and support
requirements. The report will be used as input to this workpackage as well as to
remaining MIS-work packages.
HD2008
HD2008 is an importing starting point regarding port community systems relevant for MIS.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• Focus on single window
• Focus on national and international questions related to cargo, ship and port clearance.

11 Customer Requirements to intermodal transport
The collection and analysis of identified variables affecting customer’s choice of
transport mode reveal the following ranked variables as important:
1. Reliability (certainty of meeting the time window) is a critical variable that
should become a clear mandatory element of a MoS service.
2. Cost (total price of D2D transport per shipment) is a crucial decision factor.
Still, transport services should not be marketed as cost-competitive. Cost is
not an isolated criterion and lower costs tend to create scepticism. Besides, an
increase in road transport costs is expected to have a greater impact on
customers’ choice of alternative solution than a decrease in costs of the
alternative itself.
3. Customer Service was revealed as an important criterion. However, customer
service is a broad term, and despite the definition given in the survey
(effectiveness and efficiency of service: track and trace; customers
relationship), respondents may have associated it with other quality criteria,
like flexibility and reliability.
Source: PROPS – Promotional Platform for Short Sea Shipping and Intermodality
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Launched in 2008 the PROPS project works on establishing a Promotional Platform
for Short Sea Shipping and Intermodality, aiming at supporting ongoing promotion
activities across Europe, notably through a European-wide promotional campaign.
The project is financed by the European Commission’s FP7 Sustainable Surface
Transport programme.
Ever since the EC launched the programme for promotion of Short Sea Shipping in
1999, alongside with the ‘Bottleneck Exercise’, it has been one of the central issues in
the European Commission’s attempt to increase the share of waterway in European
freight transport. As a result, identifying and developing solutions for removal of
transport bottlenecks hampering use of SSS and intermodal transport activities has
been a key focus in several EU projects since the start-up.
Further, but also very important for choice of transport solution is the matter of
perception. Short Sea Shipping is in general very well perceived, but once integrated
in an intermodal set-up the perception is that of low reliability, long lead time and not
necessarily lower costs than road.
The project states that a harmonised/standardised ICT architecture/system is a key
asset and facilitator for achieving the above. The provided solution must therefore be
user friendly, collect and filter the requested information to the various stakeholders,
and be readily available for promotional activities, altogether, altogether showing that
“single window” for maritime transport contributes to increase reliability and
customer service, while also reducing the transport cost. In a medium to long-term,
this will also alter the perception of the service/ transport solution. Especially for the
new users that have little experience with exploring intermodal transport. To
summarize the relevance to the MIS project, reliability, more cost efficient maritime
operations, as well as good customer services to maritime operations are key elements
to succeed in more sea related trades.
Customer Requirements to intermodal transport
The PROPS project can give valuable input to the requirements to MIS regarding work on Single
Window methodologies.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• The requirements must be adjusted to MIS regarding local and national aspects.

12 Efficiency in Short Sea Shipping
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A new generation Short Sea Shipping
To succeed with ShortSeaShipping a list of identified targets of a series of essential
parameters that need to be secured in order for the concept to achieve success, the
following are of specific relevance to the MIS project:
o Lead time - From a logistics perspective “lead time” corresponds to total
time spent from the order is received by the supplier until the goods have
been delivered at the customer site
o Availability (incl. Ease of use and Visibility). Availability of a transport
mode means ensuring that transport is available when needed.
o Reliability. For ShortSeaShipping to be competitive the services provided
must be reliable, meaning they must achieve an acceptable, if not better,
level of trustworthiness in comparison to road only solutions.
Source: Create3S – Innovative Concepts Realised by Advanced design & production
to improve Total Efficiency of new generation of Short Sea Shipping
CREATE3S is a FP6 funded project aiming to develop a new generation Short Sea
Shipping (SSS), with a main objective of developing a ship concept that will elevate
the utilisation and competitiveness of short sea shipping to a new level.
The project identified of a series of identified essential parameters that need to be
secured in order for the concept to achieve success, the following are of specific
relevance to the MIS project:
Lead time
From a logistics perspective “lead time” corresponds to total time spent from the
order is received by the supplier until the goods have been delivered at the customer
site:
• the administrative time to process the order
• the standard time from the order is placed to the cargo is picked up
• the total transport time from point of loading until the final delivery at the
dispatch point (this includes all waiting and idle time)
When evaluating alternative transport modes, customers often consider the transit
time as the main criteria of choice (in addition to cost). For the lead time to be a short
as possible in intermodal transport, the transit time between modes is a key issue.
Availability (incl. Ease of use and Visibility)
Availability of a transport mode means ensuring that transport is available when
needed. While a truck may be called upon at short notice, availability of sea transport
is very often associated with high frequency of operations. Further, availability may
also mean availability for all the cargo that is being transported by road, i.e. volume
capacity of vessels and cargo type capability.
Reliability
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For SSS to be competitive the services provided must be reliable, meaning they must
achieve an acceptable, if not better, level of trustworthiness in comparison to road
only solutions. This means that cargo must be delivered according to schedule (ontime and right place), and without any damage. For the logistics chain, this implies:
• Reliable sailing (despite weather, traffic, time slots, equipment failure, etc.)
• Reliable cargo handling (despite time slots, equipment failure, etc.)
The main rationale is to develop a service (vessel concept), that contributes to meeting
the requirements of the customer.
Efficiency in Short Sea Shipping
Requirements to efficiency in SSS are directly relevant for MIS since actors in SSS may be active users
of MIS.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• SSS requirements are related to the cargo and ship clearance part of MIS. However,
requirements to the port clearance part must be taken from somewhere else.

13 SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT wants to describe what changes are needed, both on the political and business
level, to achieve a significant transfer of goods transport from land to sea.
Environmental concerns will play an increasingly important role and will be in the
favour of short sea shipping. The project wants to demonstrate in practise what can
be done to create logistics systems where sea transport plays a more important rule.
The project will give a justification of why a cargo shift from road to sea have been
largely absent, and will also identify types of goods specially suited for a shift from
road to sea.
Description of the environmental profile of various transport chains is important to
analyse the sustainability of each alternative.
Further, the project contains:
• Identification of the necessary commercial and operational conditions that can
generate cargo shift from road to sea.
• Development of targeted operational solutions for increasing the use of sea
transport services on a case by case basis.
• Specification of policy recommendations for supporting the development of
more sustainable transport networks.
SHIFT
The focus on environmental issues is the most relevant part for MIS.
Missing element or observations to be considered
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•

A central issue in MIS is Single Window, which is not directly handled in SHIFT.

14 FINT
FINT (Forretningsmodell for Intermodal Transport)
The overall goal for FINT is to transfer transport of freight from road to sea and
rail, which is part of the Norwegian Transport Plan (NTP). The project looks at
ports as the important logistics hub and describes business models and processes
relevant for this. The processes will be prioritized, and the most relevant will be
elaborated further, that is, these processes will be implemented as message
exchange between the relevant systems. FINT also has an activity on port process
improvement.
Source: http://fint.norstella.no
FINT has the following goals:
• Make the business processes belonging to the port, the ships and the terminals
more efficient by using business process modeling to describe the as-is and tobe situations.
• Clarify the interaction between the actors through a role model with clear and
concrete interfaces between the actors.
• Enhance the utilization of the facilities on the ports, the incoming ships and
the loading/discharge equipment (containers, trucks etc) that passes through
the port.
•

Make the cost of electronic interaction more efficient by implementing a web
application with also a system-to-system interface that allows you to find
interaction partners, their business processes, roles, services and what kind of
messages they can send and receive. A solution to this will be tested by
implementing ShortSeaXML messages, and also by focusing on simplifying
the information exchange to fit into a Single Window view. Equally important
is the focus on ebXML Registry/Repository related to the processes, messages
and profiles for the different actors in the port.

FINT
FINT is relevant for MIS in that it focuses on modelling of port related processes and multimodal
transport. Further, they will test out the usage of ShortSeaXML messages, which will give useful input
on how interoperability with different systems may work out.
Missing element or observations to be considered
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MIS focuses on describing Single Window solutions at port, ship and cargo level, however, FINT
is mostly focused on the port level.
Further, FINT tests only one set of messages, leaving out other relevant domains.
In MIS, describing a conceptual data model that can be used for the whole Single Window domain
including third party systems, is essential. This means that for MIS it is not sufficient to focus on
messages, however, data must be described independent of a certain context.

15 ISO 28005-2 - EPC
ISO 28005-2 Ships and marine technology – Electronic port clearance (EPC) –
Part 2: Core data elements
ISO stands for International Organization for Standardization. The ISO 28005
standard contains technical specifications that facilitate efficient exchange of
electronic information between ships and shore for coastal transit or port calls.
Source: http://www.iso.org/iso/home.htm
ISO 28005 is called ‘Security management systems for the supply chain -- Electronic
port clearance (EPC)’. ISO 28005-1 defines a message structure for an Electronic Port
Clearance. ISO 28005-2 defines core data elements for Electronic Port Clearance
independent of the context the information is used in.
The MIS project will aim at introducing a third part that gives a guideline for Single
Window systems. There is international consensus that there is a need for setting up
the Single Window system in maritime transport, taking into account and building
upon existing standards.
ISO 28005-2 – EPC
The definition of core data elements in EPC ISO 28005-2 is an important starting point when defining a
conceptual data model for MIS. This is needed to ensure well defined semantics of common terms in
MIS.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• EPC ISO 28005-2 contains data elements only for cargo clearance and ship clearance, not for
port clearance. This must be added for MIS.
• The core data elements must be elaborated on, to fit requirements from MIS, for instance, not
all of the elements may be relevant for MIS.
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16 MarNIS/Situations in European Ports
 Ports have developed their own information systems with different
objectives and for different purposes, implying different requirements.
 Ships must produce much documentation containing redundant
information.
 The national organisations of ports and maritime authorities in Europe
vary from one country to another
 Harmonisation, standardisation and simplification of processes,
procedures and information exchanges between maritime authorities
and ships (agent / master) is functionally and technically feasible
 Information exchanges have to be harmonised, simplified, coordinated
(some authorities require the same data element, some times with
different deadlines, electronically or manually…)
 Combined with a better and higher utilisation of electronic messages,
the use of the Single Window concept (as recommended by UN/ECE,
i.e. a single coordinating virtual electronic desk allowing vessels to
accomplish all the required official procedures upon port entry, stay
and exit without filling paper documents) and of Port Community
Systems (provided that the issue of liability is solved as presently the
master is responsible for the timeliness and the quality of the
documents) would allow great improvements of the situation, helping to
reduce the amount of documents and data requested from the masters
and improving efficiency of competent authorities
 The simplification, standardization and harmonization of the various
transactions between ports is indeed a very difficult process involving
many countries, organizations and people.
Source: MarNIS
MarNIS was an Integrated Research Project in the 6th Framework Programme,
bringing together 50 partners to develop Maritime Navigation and Information
Services on a pan-European basis.
The MarNIS consortium comprises a wide spectrum of experienced partners and
subcontractors who will endeavour to find innovative global and European solutions
for operations and activities performed and experienced daily in the maritime sector.
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Some of the conclusions from the EU project have been directly used as objectives
within the MIS project. This is mainly to bring the private and public domains
together, to use standardised information, and to establish a single window solution.
The MarNIS project is looking at the requirements and needs at different levels from
international to local; the following figure shows the different requirements addressed
from a European level down to a Local level. We also see the MIS project where the
scope will be on a local port level as well as at a national maritime level.
Situations in European Ports
Knowledge from MarNIS for instance on standardization and Single Window is relevant for MIS.
Missing element or observations to be considered
• Must be adjusted to MIS.

16 How to strengthen the competetiveness of sea transport?
The project objective has been to create a common dialouge in the
maritime sesctor to find out how the different actors can contribute to
develop the maritime transportation industry to suceed in an extended
perspective.
The project focuses on the following issues related to sea transport:
 Mapping of competetiveness in sea transport
 Developing new knowledge based on combination of excisting
knowledge
 Description of the flow of goods on an overall level
 Practical business development

Source: Hvordan styrke sjøtransportens konkurranseevne?(2010)
The project was based on acknowledging that port, agents and ship owners have to
cooperate closer as business partners to suceed in obtaining increased
competetiveness in ship transportation. The project recommends several actions at
different levels:
• At policy level, the ses transportation must be prioritized throug explicite goals
and strategies
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It is recommended that the ports need to cooperate closer to develop a best
practice for efficient terminal operations
• It is recommended that the ports cooperate with the terminal actors to
improving the efficiency and quality of terminal operations.
It is recommended that ports in the Oslofjord area increase cooperation related to
marketing and coordination of operational processes and infrastructure.
•

Both goals and the recommended actions show that cooperation and improved
interaction is high on the agenda in the sea transport industry. This suppors the
understanding of the need for a Maritime information centre which can facilitate
interaction and closer cooperation between public and private actors in the sea
transport industry
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Appendix C: As-Is Descriptions
This chapter gives a summary of information collected during the work shops
completed to describe the current situation in ports. The information was written
down as use case diagrams and business workflows, and it was further used as the
basis for setting up the as-is business processes relevant for MIS. The information is
organized according to the following top-level business processes as far as possible:
•
PreArrival
•
Arrival
•
InPort
•
Departure
•
PostDeparture
Information from the following sources are included:
•
Fiskemottaker Sperre
•
Grenland Havn
•
Trondheim Havn
•
Tyrholm-Farstad
•
WSS (Wilhelmsen Ship Service) Ålesund
•
EFFORTS project
•
JP Strøm: Agent in Trondheim Havn
•
VITSAR project
This includes both ports, ship agents, cargo agents, service providers, and also results
from other relevant projects.
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Figure 1 Information from Fiskemottaker Sperre
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Figure 2Grenland Havn: Use Case for Arrival
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Figure 3 Grenland Havn: Use Case for InPort
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Figure 4 Grenland Havn: Conning Process
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Figure 5 Grenland Havn: Submit arrival notification Process
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act 1.3 Ship Waste Disposal
Vessel

Agent

Port Inspector

Waste Reception Handler

«datastore»
File WDR

Initiate activity

(from 1. Marine)

Create Waste Deposit
Request (WDR)

WDR

WDR

«datastore»
Store Serv ice line

Handle WDR
(from 1. Marine)

(from 1. Marine)

(from 1. Marine)
YES
Toksic

Create SFT
Report

Add WDR to
DA

(from 1. Marine)
Merge

SO

(from 1. Marine)

NO

SO

Quantity

Large quantity

Create
Serv ice
Order
(from 1. Marine)

Small quantity

SO
Arrange
Transport
(from 1. Marine)

Arrange
Transport
(from 1. Marine)

Transmit
SFT
Report

SO

Execute
Serv ice
Order

Merge

Deposit
Waste
(from 1. Marine)

End

Figure 6 Grenland Havn: Ship Waste Disposal Process
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act 3.4.1 Receiv e Manifest Information
Agent

Local Agent

Forwarder

Consignee

cargo loaded on
vessel
Manifest

Generate and send
manifest

Receiv e Manifest

Cargo
arrived

Cargo
discrepancy/damage

Receiv e discrepancy
report

Receiv e unloading report

Discrepancy
report

Unloading
report

Generate and sendCargo unloaded with
discrepancy report
no remarks

Generate and send
unloading report

Customs cleared by 3rd
party
Generate and send arriv al
notice

Arrival Notice

Receiv e Arriv al Notice

Customs cleared by local
agent

Perform customs
clearance

Generate and send arriv al
notice

Figure 7 Grenland Havn: Receive Manifest Information Process
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Arrival Notice

Receiv e Arriv al Notice

Figure 8 Trondheim havn: Use Case for PreArrival
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Figure 9 Trondheim Havn: Use Case for Arrival
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Figure 10 Trondheim Havn: Use Case for InPort
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Figure 11 Trondheim Havn: Use Case for Departure
uc PostDeparture

PortWin
(from Stakeholders)

Av gifts-og
kontrollseksj onen
(from Stakeholders)

Do Inv oicing

Agresso
(from Stakeholders)
Regnskapsseksj onen
(from Stakeholders)

Figure 12 Trondheim Havn: Use Case for PostArrival
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act Trondheim Hav n - Anløpsmelding
Aktiviteter: Verb pluss
substantiv

«12pt. text»
ANLØPSMELDING
Havnevakt

www.tih.no

Portwin

Kontroller kaiplass

«flow»

Ressurser

Kontroller kaiplass

Send anløpsmelding
Taubåt: Gjøres enten av havnen
agent, eller skipet

Enkelte agenter benytter
dokumentene som er tilgjengelig
på tih.no til utfylling
av dokumenter direkte

Reg. anløp
Reg. anløp
Handle dev iation

Taubåt

Nytt tidspunkt

«flow»

Tilleggsressurser

Fortøyningshj elp

«flow»
«flow»

Reserv er ressurser

Kranfører

«flow»

ActionPin1

Endre anløpssted

«flow»
Motta bekreftelse

Strøm

«flow»

Bekrefte anløp

«flow»
Vann

«flow»

Endre anløpskai

Sende ATA bekreftelse og
request milj ødata

Per telefon, per epost

«flow»
Av fall

Mottar melding og
ov ersender status

Verbal
kommunikasjon

ISPS/Vaktpersonell
«flow»
Oppdaterer tidspunkt i
Portw in

Klarering/av v isning til skipet

Mottar status og
bekreftelse fra Hav n

Mottar klareringsmelding /ikke
klar

ISPS-melding

«flow»
«flow»

«flow»

Terminal

Sj ekker om
terminal er klar

Loggfører ISPS
ISPS besøk og
forsyningsmelding

Terminalformann
«flow»

«flow»

Blir arkiv ert i perm

«12pt. text»
ANLØPSMELDING: Har ikke tatt høyde
for kommunikasj on mot Toll etc. Skal
det med?

Figure 13 Trondheim Havn: Work flow for handling Arrival Notification
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act Trondheim Hav n - in port
«12pt. text»
Ved Kai
Skip / Agent

Portwin

Verbal
kommunikasjon

SafeSeaNet

Ressurser

Send alarmeldinger om
hendelser
«flow»
Send forhalingsmelding

«flow»

Motta melding fra
skipet eller agent

Registrer endringer/ nye
tj enester i Portw in

«flow»

«flow»
Send etterbestillinger av
tj enester som v ann, strøm,
søppel, etc

Terminalformann

ISPS besøk og forsyningsmelding

«flow»

«flow»

Blir arkiv ert i perm

Om hendelser v ed kai
security/safety skal skipet
v arsles

«flow»
«flow»

Motta informasj on fra hav nev akt :
forlat hav n/økt sikkerhetsniv å

«flow»
«flow»

Registrer hendelse

«flow»

Rapporter aksj oner til
hav nen

«flow»

Motta endringer fra fartøy

«flow»

«flow»

Figure 14 Trondheim Havn: In port work flow
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Politi

ISPS/Vaktpersonell

Brann

Ambulanse

act Trondheim Hav n - av gang
«12pt. text»
Ved av gang
Skip / Agent

Havnevakt

Portwin

www.tih.no

Ressurser

Verbal
kommunikasjon

Send av gangsmelding

«flow»

Send etterbestillinger av
tj enester som v ann, strøm,
søppel, etc

Motta av gangsmelding

«flow»

Registrer i Portw in
(av gangstidpunkt og neste hav n)

«flow»
Terminalformann
Motta ISPS-sj ekkliste og
av v iksrapport

«flow»

«flow»
Arkiv er i perm
Brann
«flow»

«flow»

Registreres i Lydia

Dersom av v ik skal
arbeidsordre til
driftsav delingen utstedes

«flow»

Send laste/losse liste
«flow»
Motta laste/losseliste

«flow»

«flow»
Registrer i Portw in

v areav giftskj ema fra agent

Figure 15 Trondheim Havn: Departure Work Flow
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Ambulanse

Figure 16 Tyrholm Farstad: Use Case related to MIS processes.
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act Tyrholm-Farstad-CargoAgent

Avskiperhavn

Send Cargo Manifest

Fiskemottaker Sperre (Vareeier)

ObjectNode17

Send Cargo Info

ObjectNode11
ObjectNode12

ObjectNode18
Enter Food Details in
ShipRep

Tyrholm-Farstad-CargoAgent

Receiv e Cargo Info

Receiv e Cargo Manifest

Food/Fish

ObjectNode15

Report Cargo On
Departure
Add Cargo Manifest to
ShipRep

Send Info on Food

Send Cargo Manifest on
Fax
ObjectNode43

ObjectNode19

ObjectNode13

ObjectNode29

Mattilsynet

ObjectNode14
Receiv e Food Info

ObjectNode20
ObjectNode16

Receiv e Cargo Manifest

ShipRep

Receiv e Food Details

Send Cargo Manifest

ObjectNode27

ObjectNode28
ObjectNode30

Customs

Receiv e Cargo Manifest

Enter Cargo Manifest in
TVINN

ObjectNode44

Havnevakt

Receiv e Cargo Info on
Departure

Figure 17 Tyrholm-Farstad: Cargo Agent
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act Tyrholm-Farstad-ShipAgent

Master

Send Arriv al Information

Send Serv ice Bookings

ObjectNode31
ObjectNode1

ObjectNode21

ObjectNode22
Enter Arriv al Info

Ship Agent

ObjectNode2
Receiv e Arriv al
Information

Receiv e Serv ice
Receiv e Info on Goods
Bookings
Onboard
ObjectNode32

Send Mail regarding
Arriv al
ObjectNode7

ObjectNode5
Send Arriv al Message

Send Serv ice Request

Send Crew List

ObjectNode3

ObjectNode23

Send Info on Goods
Onboard

ObjectNode33

ObjectNode35

ShipRep

ObjectNode36
Receiv e Crew List

ObjectNode4
SEnd Crew List

ObjectNode34

Receiv e Arriv al Message

Receiv e Info on Goods
Onboard

ObjectNode39
ObjectNode6

ObjectNode24
Receiv e Serv ice
Requests

Havnevakt

Receiv e Arriv al
Notification

Store Arriv al Info in
PortWin

ObjectNode25

ObjectNode8

Gatship

Store Arriv al Info

Send Serv ice Requests

Enter Crew List

Send Crew List

ObjectNode10

ObjectNode9

Politiet

Receiv e Crew List

Service Provider

ObjectNode26
Receiv e Serv ice Request

ObjectNode40

Customs

Receiv e Crew List

Figure 18 Tyrholm-Farstad: Ship Agent
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Figure 19 Wilhelmsen Ship Service Ålesund: Use Cases related to MIS
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Ship Agent / Vessel / Vessel Owner

Service Provider (WSS Ålesund)

Terminal Operator WSS

act WSS Ålesund

Perform Booking

ObjectNode8

Receiv e Serv ice Booking
or Product Order

Perform Schedule of
Deliv ery

Receiv e Updates On
Scehdule

ObjectNode6

ObjectNode2

ObjectNode7
Send Booking Details to
Operator

ObjectNode1
Send Serv ice Booking or
Product Order

ObjectNode5
Update Bookings

Figure 20 Wilhelmsen Ship Service Ålesund: Process diagram
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Figure 21 EFFORTS: Berth allocation process

Figure 22 EFFORTS: Process cargo data
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Figure 23
EFFORTS: Vessel traffic services
act BerthAllocation
3.1.1.1 Pre-announce ship
arriv al

(from 3.1.1.1 Berth Allocation (ThPA))

3.1.1.2 Handle ship arriv al

(from 3.1.1.1 Berth Allocation (ThPA))

3.1.1.3 Depart from the
port

(from 3.1.1.1 Berth Allocation (ThPA))

Figure 24 EFFORTS: Berth allocation process
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act ProcessCargoData
3.1.5.1.1 Receiv e
information

3.1.5.1.2 Generate / modify
manifest

(from 3.1.5.1 Process manifest / cargo data)
(from 3.1.5.1 Process manifest / cargo data)

3.1.5.1.3 Prov ide manifest
information

(from 3.1.5.1 Process manifest / cargo data)
3.1.5.1.4 Cross check
cargo data

(from 3.1.5.1 Process manifest / cargo data)
3.1.5.1.6 Create inv oice

3.1.5.1.5 Send manifest

(from 3.1.5.1 Process manifest / cargo data)

(from 3.1.5.1 Process manifest / cargo data)

Figure 25 EFFORTS: Process cargo data process
act VesselTrafficServ ices
1.1.2.1.1 Indicate
pre-arriv al to VTS

1.1.2.1.2 Prov ide
nav igational information

(from 1.1.2.1 Vessel_Traffic_Services)

(from 1.1.2.1 Vessel_Traffic_Services)

1.1.2.1.3.1 Prov ide
nav igational assistance

1.1.2.1.3.2 Perform traffic
organisation

1.1.2.1.3.3 Perform
emergency procedure

(from 1.1.2.1 Vessel_Traffic_Services)

(from 1.1.2.1 Vessel_Traffic_Services)

(from 1.1.2.1 Vessel_Traffic_Services)

1.1.2.1.4 Perform
anchorage / prepare for
departure

(from 1.1.2.1 Vessel_Traffic_Services)
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Figure 26 EFFORTS: Vessel Traffic Service process
act Agent - arriv al
«12pt. text»
Agent (JPS) - v ed anløp

Various actors

Vessel

Carrier's agent

Information systems

Custom's authority

Port operation coordinator

Ta med dokumenter
Sign

Sign

Fill in SOF

Fill in Notice of readiness

Fill in parts of Staments of facts

GATship: Collect

GATship: Collect

Disse går vel kanskje begge veier...
Noe fylles ut på papir, signeres...
Noe ny info går inn i GATship gjen?

GATship: Collect

Fill in goods- and j ournal numbers on papers
the v essel hav e filled in

Check if the v essel needs any equipment,
doctor or the like w hile at berth

Reply

Pilot

Check how long the v essel stays
at berth

Report time of departure if
div igation
Handle
Handle

Figure 27 Agent in Trondheim Havn: Arrival work flow
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act Agent - before departure
«12pt. text»
Agent (JPS) - før av gang

Various actors

Vessel

Carrier's agent

Information systems

Fill in SOF
Sign

Sign

Get signatures on documents Concerning
receiv ed equipment, etc.

Figure 28 Agent in Trondheim havn: Pre Departure Work Flow
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Custom's authority

Port operation coordinator

act Agent - after departure
«12pt. text»
Agent – after departure

Various actors

Vessel

Carrier's agent

Information systems

Custom's authority

Fill in SOF
Sign

Port operation coordinator

Papir
Noe kan nok leveres før avgang.
Ønske om å endre til epost

Others inv olv ed
Send Notice of readiness og
Statement of facts
Operator

Laste- og lostekontoret

Receiv e expenses

Kostnad per kilo etc… leveres
på papir hver mandag

Calculate v essel expenses

Send laste og losseliste til Havnevesen.
Lag anløpsregnskap og fakturer
Cargo ow ners

Scanning av dokumenter og lagre
disse i GATship mer og mer normalt

Arkiv ere anløp

Archiv ed

Figure 29 Agent in Trondheim Havn: Post departure work flow
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act Appr. port-1
Approaching port – Communication w ith Port and cargo handling roles
Master / Carrier's agent

Port operation coordinator

Cargo handling operator

Traffic organisation
coordinator

Pilot prov ider

Tug prov ider

Follow up sailing
plan

Port security officer
Port safety officer
Customs authority

Handle arriv al
notification

Handle dev iation
Updated ETA
Handle arriv al
notification

If changes required
(e.g. other beth)
process as in In sea-2

If changes required (e.g. other beth)
process as in In sea-2

Report arriv al

Manage arriv al
Actual arriv al notification
Handle arriv al

Handle arriv a
information
Berth confirmation

Handle booking

Book serv ices

Prepare information for
cargo handling

Handle booking

Serv ice booking

Prepare cargo
handling

Byplan

Discharge list Load list

Figure 30 VITSAR: Approaching port
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Mooring crew
provider

act In sea-1
Vessel in sea – Communication w ith Authority roles

Port state authority

Master / Carrier's agent

Military authority

Ship's data relay provider

Customs authority / Statistics
authority

Port state ship inspection
authority

IMO FAL Form 2 04-03
Cargo declaration
Preparel
customs

Issue arriv al
information

Handle statistics
General
declaration
IMO FAL Form 1 04-03

Handle arriv al
notification
Cargo information
Report dangerous
cargo

Handle arriv al
notification

Handle arriv al
notification

Handle Ship’s Data
Report

Report ship's data

Who is responsible for reporting to SSN????
When is the reporting done?
Port operation coordinaty/port safety officer/port state authority???

Prepare
inspections

Inspection
notification

Plan inspections

Figure 31 VITSAR: In sea – 1
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act In sea-2
Vessel in sea – Communication w ith Port and cargo handling roles

Master / Carrier's agent

Issue arriv al
information

Port operation coordinator

Port security officer

Waste disposal officer

Cargo handling operator

Handle arriv al
notification

General
declaration

24 hours before arrival.
May update the information received in the
pre-arrival notification.

IMO FAL Form 1 04-03

Report dangerous
cargo

Port safety officer

Cargo information

Cargo information

ISPS information
Report ISPS

Handle cargo
information

Report ship’s data
Assign security
ISPS information
class

Handle arriv al
notification

SSN reporting to
Ship's data
relay provider
??????

Passenger list
Berth requirements

Crew list Passenger
list

IMO FAL
Form 5 04-03
Form 6 04-03

Report Ship’s
data

/ Requests a berth managed by tha port
Crew list
Passenger list

Report cew and
passnger

Allocation of berth

Immigration
authority

Waste information

Report w aste
Berth confirmation

Health information

Handle w aste
report

Report health
condition

Health
authority

Handle arriv al
information

Allocation of berth

Figure 32 VITSAR: In sea – 2
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act Pre-arriv al notification-1
Long time in adv ance – Communication w ith Port and cargo handling roles

Carrier / Vessel owner / Master / Carrier's agent

Port operation coordinator

Port security officer

Port safety officer

Cargo handling operator

If cargo operator berth is requested

Issue pre-arriv al
notification

Handle arriv al
notification

Pre-arriv al
notification
The intention of the pre-arrival notification is
to assure the availability of berth.
Also used to report updates long time before the
actual arrival notification is sent.

Handle cargo
information
Cargo information

ISPS information

Handle arriv al
notification

Report ISPS

ISPS information

Assign security
class

Berth requirements

/ Requests a berth managed by tha port
Allocation of berth

Allocation of berth

Handle arriv al
information

Berth confirmation

Is it necessary to distinguish between a pre-arrival notification
Pre-arriv al notification – Authority roles
and an arrival notification to the authorities? (see in sea)
Is the arrival notification sufficient?
Carrier / Vessel owner / Master /
Carrier's agent

Port state authority

Immigration authority

Port state ship inspection authority

Customs authority

Ship's data relay provider

Handle arriv al
notification

Issue pre-arriv al
notification

Handle arriv al
notification

Pre-arriv al
notification
Handle arriv al
notification
Handle arriv al
notification

Handle Ship’s Data
Report

Report ship's data
Report to SSN?
Shout this be done at this time?

Figure 33 VITSAR: Handling Prearrival Notification – 1
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act Pre-arriv al notification-2
Long time in adv ance – Communication w ith VTM roles
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Figure 34 VITSAR: Handling Prearrival Notification – 2
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act In sea-3
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Figure 35 VITSAR: In Sea – 3
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